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From the Editor
Assessment and accounta bi Iity. Standards and
testing. Mandates and
"scientifically-based"
instruction. This is the current state of affairs in
education. From one end
of the spectrum to another, the target is on "bringing home the bacon."
The "bacon" is that set of
numbers that emanates
from "scientifically-based" instruction. Quantitative
research is in vogue, while qualitative research has
been downgraded to the "frills" category.
Philosophically, the intent and purpose of the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001 is sound. Educators
agree that its set of idealistic goals is laudable. Educators agree that its set of principles is equally noteworthy. However, educators do not agree with the
manner in which the goals and principles have been
put into action. Nor do they agree with the manner
in which results are to be obtained. Presently, frustration serves as an umbrella for how to make this thing
work.
Basic principles of NCLB include: l) accountability for student achievement of academic standards;
2) increased flexibility and local control; 3) greater
role for parents in their children's educational programs; and 4) greater emphasis on the use of scientifically-based instruction. For many educators across
the nation, NCLB provides few answers. On the contrary, it raises more questions, partrcularly in terms of
philosophic, political, economic, and social contexts.
The following is a sample of queries raised at numerous education conferences during this past year.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Putting any program to work means funding, allocation of resources, and support. Where is it?
How can schools be held accountable if federal
funds do not support the directives? How can
schools be held accountable if their state revenues are limited?
Some states are experiencing a huge disparity in
terms of the funding gap within their states. How
are under-funded schools with outdated curricula and limited resources expected to meet the
NCLB requirements if funding formulas are not
changed to be more equitable within the states?
Whether it be a question of semantics or not, the
labels attached to much of the mandates are
troubling. How does a "highly-qualified" teacher
differ from a " less highly-qualified" teacher? In
terms of test scores? But what about the actual
3

performance in front of a class? Is there a wave
of "h ighly-qualified " students versus others to
come?
A common fact (supported by research) is that
students are different. They have different learning styles, exhibit different developmental levels,
show signs of multiple intelligences, reflect different languages and more. Where does NCLB
make provisions for individual differences? How
can minority students be expected to shine on
high-stakes tests when research shows that such
tests have an adverse impact on them? How
can ESL students perform as well as their nativeEnglish-speaking counterparts?
The quality of teaching is what makes a difference in student achievement. How can effective
teaching occur when most of the class time
seems to be spent on teaching to the test? In
addition, what is the rationale for every teacher
being on the same page at the same time what about diversity in c lass composition, the
concept of "less is more" regarding the curriculum, and different teaching strategies?
Authentic assessment includes more than paper
and pencil tests. How do students show that they
have learned what they needed t o learn via
other means, such as performances, exhibitions,
portfolios, and, not to forget the most important
aspect, life-long learning? Do rubrics rule across
the board? If so, how can genuine achievement
and accomplishment be gauged, measured, or
tested if it falls outside of traditional test taking
schedules?
What does "scientifically-based" mean? Does it
mean that everything is judged quantitatively?
Does it mean that anything judged in a qualitative fashion is wrong or cannot be included? Both
quantitative and qualitative are data assessment
forms, and both have validity in the research
world. Does NCLB imply that anything qualitative
in nature is not appropriate? If so, why?
Business interests are firmly tied to many of the
mandates. Numerous businesses have relocated
their manufacturing and/or assembly plants to
other places in the world where labor costs are
much cheaper. As a result, cost is minimized,
product prices are increased, and corporations
enjoy larger profit margins. Numerous businesses
have outsourced their high-tech service components to India and China, just to name a few. As
a result, overhead and payroll costs are reduced
and corporations enjoy a greater profit margin.
The impact of these moves on America are profound -- fewer entry-level jobs for those without
degrees, fewer jobs for graduates, and much
fewer jobs for highly educated and well-trained
people who lost their employment due to corpo-

•

rate downsizing. This state of affairs is dismal, so
why listen to the business sector - does it run our
education system?
NCLB - no child left behind - an ideal, but not a
reality. Philosophically, realistically, and fundamentally, this notion begs to fall into Utopian likelihood. Historically, if no one was left behind, we
would not have the crop of individuals who
failed in school, yet went on to become worldrenown geniuses in the world of business, art,
music, government, theatre, etc. Someone is
always left behind - this is not Utopia - but it IS
life.

cism for decades, it would be wise not to listen to all
of the media and the pundits. We all know how
wrong they can be. Our education system, truly, is
not bad at all; in fact, it is fantastic. We continue to
provide excellent early childhood, elementary, and
middle level education programs; we continue to
graduate the highest number of high school students
in the world; we continue to offer outstanding services and opportunities for special education students; and we continue to attract vast numbers of
students from other countries to attend our colleges
and universities. And, we continue to produce the Bill
Gates of the world. If we do all of this, and we do,
how can our education system be so bad? Do we
really need NCLB?

Clearly, many educators are frustrated. Broad
and sweeping in coverage, NCLB does little to
underscore the main premise of education - to produce citizens capable of making educated decisions for the common good. The "ticky-tacky boxes"
phenomenon of 1950s suburbia has somehow
ingrained itself into our educational system. Although
our education system has seNed as a target for criti-
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reports on data obtained regarding supervisory practices in a teacher education program and includes
implications for future directions of student teaching
supervision. The second article, "Improving Student
Teachers' Reflection and Personal Practical Knowledge" by Alexandria Armstrong, Taylor University, IN,
focuses on how the use of videotaping can assist
reflection in student teachers, particularly in relation
to classroom management.
Francis Samuel, Dowling College, NV, then examines the educational context beyond the schoolhouse gates in "John Dewey Revisited: Integrating
the Individual and Social Dimensions of Education."
The author examines concepts of the social individu a I and democratic ideal and emphasizes that
schools should create an atmosphere of sociality,
concern for the communication, and democracy,
especially in a post 9/11 world.
Culture, education, and development, particularly as they apply to Africa, are tenets explored by
Olivet Jagusah, Eastern Illinois University, IL, in the article entitled "The Relationship Among African Culture,
African Education, and African Development: The
Case for a Truly African Education."
The Feature Articles section provides an in-depth
look at teaching and teaching practices. Is teamteaching effective? What are the pros and cons?
Why do some teachers choose to team-teach?
These and other questions are answered by Karen
Lea, Olivet Nazarene University, IL, in the article,
"Team Teaching in a Middle School: A Case Study."
Following, Betty Higgins, Sam Houston State University,
TX, describes the benefits (for both teacher and students) of using rubrics for class assignments in "You
Can Teach an Old Dog New Tricks or There's Always
a Way to Improve Your Teaching."
In the Guest Commentary section, Robert Craig,
San Jacinto College, TX, provides an essay on two
different types of reflection - analytical and transcendental - in his article entitled "Thinking About
Thinking."
Read and enjoy. We look forward to hearing
from you.

In This Issue ...
Our Spring 2004 issue features articles dealing
with current issues in education, philosophical inquiry,
and information as to "what works" in teacher education .
The Research Section begins with the lead article
by Gary Willhite and Kimberly Gray, Southern Illinois
University Carbondale, IL - "Possibilities and Challenges: A Response from the Illinois 2000-2002 NBPTS
Participants. " Using the Concern-Based Model for
research, the authors look at the issues and challenges of Illinois candidates as they pursue National
Board Certification in order to glean data that can
be shared with the National Board for review of the
process.
Professional development is next explored by
Jerry Whitworth, Jeff Arrington, and Patricia Hernandez, Abilene Christian University, TX, in "The Skill
Acquisition Model: Successful Professional Development for All Teachers." The authors describe a project
initially geared toward improving the skills of elementary science teachers that resulted in the construction of a staff development model that can provide
effective professional development for all teachers.
The following article - "Creating Positive Classroom Environment for Learning: Principals Working
with Teachers " - deals with the physical dimension of
teaching and learning. Authors Tak C. Chan (Kennesaw State University, GA) and James Whitson (Douglas County School District, GA), investigate the relationships between school interior design and academic performance. They contend that principals need
to provide teachers with basic knowledge and
understanding about how facility and learning interface.
Next, two articles address the diverse, exciting,
and complex world of student teaching. The first "Best Practices in Supervising Student Teachers:
Results from a Self-Assessment Study" - by Alan Rossman and Jeff Winter, National-Louis University, IL,

'Ifie most important function of education at any feve{ is to deve{op

the personafity of the individua{ and the significance of {ife to
himself and to others. 'Iliis is the basic architecture of a {ife;
the rest is ornamentation and decoration of the structure.
-- (jrayson 'l(jrRi Co[um6ia 'University
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missing. Using the Concern-Based Model for
research, the following article looks at the issues and
challenges of candidates as they pursue National
Board Certification.
Effective teaching and learning takes place
when a variety of teaching strategies are provided in
the classroom and when the emphasis is on gaining
understanding rather than just right answers. In
Access to Knowledge: The Continuing Agenda for
Our Nation 's Schools Goodlad and Keating (1994)
sum it up this way:

Abstrac t

This article is in response to Frank Serafini's article
(September/October 2002), "Possibilities and Challenges: The National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards." While Serafini's article is an excellent
overview of the National Board Certification process,
the perspective of the candidate is missing. The
intent of this research was to identify candidates' initial concerns about the NBPTS process and compare
that data to their concerns throughout the process.
The goal was to glean data about candidates
involved in the process that could be shared with the
National Board for review of the process. It is also
important information for teachers considering certification, as well as for school districts encouraging participation among its faculty.

"Teaching that simply endeavors to pour
knowledge into the heads of students is
based on false premises; teaching must assist
students in deriving meanings from and
about phenomena ... Even though most
teachers reject the image of passive students
having their vessels filled up and are familiar
with a variety of teaching modes, study after
study reveals the dominance of telling, lecturing, and questioning the class and monitoring seatwork." (p. 12)

Frank Serafini, in "Possibi lities and Challenges:
The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards" (September/October 2002), does an
admirable job of summarizing the intent of the
national teaching certification known as National
Board Certification. Serafini methodically takes us
through the literature and history of the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS)
while pointing out the issues, challenges and adverse
criticism of NBPTS. Dr. Serafini's article is an excellent
review for those unfamiliar with NBPTS and its mission
and is comprehensive in its review of where NBPTS
finds itself in the current research arena. However,
the perspective of candidates as they journey
through the process of National Board Certification is

In What Matters Most: Teaching for America's
Future (l 996) the commission recommended five
interlocking changes in American Education. The
second principle is "reinvent teacher preparation
and professional development." The commission
also stated that, "to help diverse learners master
much more challenging content, teachers must go
far beyond dispensing information, giving a test, and
giving a grade" (p. 7-8).
The creation of the National Board Certifica6

tion (has evolved as) a symbol of professional
teaching excellence. A National Board Certificate will attest that a teacher was judged
by his or her peers as one who is accomplished, makes sound professional judgments
about students' best interest, and acts effectively on those judgments judged a teacher.
Offered on a voluntary basis, National Board
Certification complements, but does not
replace, state licensing. While state licensing
systems set entry-level standards for novice
teachers, National Board Certification establishes advanced standards for experienced
teachers" (NBPTS Backgrounder, December
2002).

tance, federal candidate subsidy funds, the Washington Mutual Scholarship, Illinois Business Roundtable, and State Farm 's Partners in a Learning Community program. The state of Illinois offers support in
three ways: each NBCT teaching at a public school
qualifies for a one-time $3,000.00 stipend, NBCTs who
mentor may qualify for additional money, and only
NBCTs can qualify for the top tier/masters level
teaching credential. The Illinois State Board of Education administers the Candidate subsidy Program; a
federal program from the U.S. Department of Education providing additional funds for helping pay the
assessment fee. Additionally, the Illinois business
roundtable awards scholarships to cover the costs for
teachers to apply for National Board Certification
and the Washington Mutual Foundation provides
assessment fee assistance to candidates.
The Illinois legislature increased its appropriation
for National Board Certification providing full fee payment for all candidates who go through the Illinois
application process and provides a one-time stipend
to those successful with certification of $3,000.00. In
addition, and to the extent that funds are available
through the State Board of Education, NBCTs receive
an additional $1,000.00 if they provide 60 hours of
mentoring and/or $3,000.00 to assist candidates
teaching in academically at-risk schools or schools
located in economically disadvantages communities.
Illinois promotes participation in the NBC process
by stating that the process is: "a catalyst for your own
professional growth, a method of recognizing
accomplished teaching and its impact on students,
an approved way to meet the Illinois continuing professional development requirements, a process for
developing reflective practitioners through an analysis of professional practices and student learning, an
opportunity to meet and work with outstanding
teachers from all parts of Illinois, the only path to the
Illinois Master Certificate and the associated
$3,000.00 stipend, and is an opportunity to earn additional annual compensation by serving as a mentor
to other teachers." (Illinois Brochure, 2002).
Illinois offered, to candidates during 2001-2002,
three full day workshop/seminars throughout the
candidate's year to assist them with the process of
National Board Certification. The first meeting is generally held in October /November after all candidates
have received their portfolio materials. The second
meeting is held in February /March and is designed to
help bring closure to the portfolio aspect of the
process. The third meeting is held in April/May and is
designed to review preparation for the assessment in
June.
These meetings provided the arena where data,
from candidates, was collected by candidates in
attendance completing the Open-Ended Statement
of Concern (OESC). The concerns about the NBPTS
process that were expressed by these teachers were
coded by the researchers according to the seven
stages of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
(Table l).

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) was founded before John Goodlad
and the What Matters Most commission made their
statements. The mission of NBPTS is to develop high
and rigorous standards for what accomplished
teachers should know and be able to do. In two
recent studies (The Impact of NBC on Teachers, Fall
2000, and / Am a Better Teacher, November 2001)
the following statistics were released in regard to the
certification process as a forceful professional development tool: 81 % of National Board Certified Teachers (NBCT's) surveyed said the NBC process was better than other professional development experiences; 91% of surveyed NBCT's said that NBC has
positively affected their teaching practices; 92% said
it has made them a better teacher; and 96% claim it
is excellent professional development. The first NBC
teachers were certified in 1994. Since that time
NBPTS has a total of 24 certification areas with 23,930
Board certified teachers to date. Much has been
made-and questioned of the certification process.
The NBPTS mission is to "establish high and rigorous standards for what teachers should know and be
able to do, to certify teachers who meet the standards, and to advance other education reforms for
the purpose of improving student learning in America's schools" (NBPTS, 1989, p.2). Their numbers
accelerating every year, and thus provoking more
and more questions about the process and the
research related to this national certification.

Illinois
The state of Illinois is ranked ninth in the number
of successful candidates that pursue National Board
Certification with 163 (of 350) certified in 2001 and
222 (of 500) certified in 2002 bringing their total to
569. The Illinois State Department of Education oversees the largest percentage of candidates going
through the process each year in the state, by providing workshops during the year that relate to special areas of interest to the participants and to where
they are or should be in the process at that point.
Illinois promotes National Board Certification by
offering Illinois teachers seeking National Board Certification support through varied resources: State assis7

tion, thought, and consideration that is given to a
particular issue or task" (Newlove & Hall, 1976, p.6).
As a result of their years of research using concerns
theory, Hall and others have determined that there is
developmental movement through the stages. People are initially concerned with how the innovation
will affect them. Once those self-concerns are
resolved, individuals become concerned about the
tasks involved with being part of the innovation. Task
concerns relate to time management, and availability of resources. Eventually, as people progress developmentally in their understanding of the innovation,
they become more concerned with how they can
help others, what they can learn from others, and
how they can adapt the innovation to gain more universal benefits.
Much of the more recent work related to concern theory involves inservice teachers and their
stages of concern throughout innovation adoption.
For example, Ohene-Adjei (l 995) used the Stages of
Concern Innovation Configuration to track secondary teachers' implementation of new agri-science courses. Hickox (1994), using Hall 's Stages of
Concern, tracked the concerns of library staff
involved in an internet staff development program.
These studies, combined with Fuller's work with preservice teachers, provide the foundation for this
study, It is the Open-Ended Statement of Concerns
(OESC) about an Innovation (Newlove & Hall, 1976)
that assesses the stage of concern an individual or
group is at during a particular time and that provides
the impetus for evaluating the teachers' perceptions
of NBPTS certification process.
Stages of Concern research provides three techniques for change facilitators to use to diagnose
teachers' concerns toward an innovation (Hall,
1984),
l) One-legged conferencing affords opportunities for principals to engage in informal
conversation with teachers about their feelin gs toward an innovation . Instead of
exchanging pleasantries while walking down
the hallway, stopping by the teachers'
lounge, or chatting briefly after a classroom
observation, principals can intentionally turn
these encounters into brief conversations of
professional substance. Such informal interviewing allows principals a relatively unobtrusive technique for monitoring teacher concerns.
2) Another technique requires having teachers describe their concerns in writing. These
open-ended statements of concern provided by teachers are analyzed sentence-bysentence, rating them in terms of the Stage
of Concern they best represent. One drawback to this method is the varying degrees of
the data available for analysis. However, it
does provide the change facilitator with a
particular focus of the concern in addition to
the Stage of Concern itself.
3) The thirty-five item Stages of Concern

OESC Question:
When you think about National Board certification, what are you concerned about?
(Do not say what you think others are concerned about, but only what concerns you
now,) Please be frank .
Table 1
Stages of Concern about the Innovation
Stage

Innovation

6

Refocusing

5

Collaboration

4

Consequence

3

Management

2

Personal

Informational

0

Awareness

Description
The focus is on more universal benefits
from the innovation, including the
possibility of major changes or
replacement with a more powerful
alternative. Individual has definite ideas
and alternatives to the proposed or
existing form of the innovation.
The focus is on coordination and
cooperation with others regarding
use of the innovation.
Attention focuses on impact of the
innovation on student in his/her
immediate sphere of influence. The
focus is on the relevance of the
innovation for students, evaluation of
student outcomes, including
performance and competencies, and
changes needed to increase student
outcomes.
Attention is focused on the processes
and tasks of using the innovation and
the best use of information and
resources. Issues related to efficiency,
organizing, managing, scheduling, and
time demands are utmost.
Individual is uncertain about the
demands of the innovation, his/her
inadequacy to meet those demands,
and his/her role with the innovation.
This includes analysis of his/her role in
the relation to the reward structure of
the organization, decision-making and
consideration of potential conflicts with
existing structures or personal commitment. Financial or status implications of
the program for self and colleagues
may also be reflected.
A general awareness of the innovation
and interest in learning more detail
about it is indicated. The person seems
to be unworried about himself/herself in
relati on t o the innovation. She/he is
interested in substantive aspects of the
innovation in a selfless manner such as
general characteristics, effects, and
requirements for use.
Little concern about or involvement
with the innovation is indicated.

CBAM research provides analysts with a change
profile that can be used to assess the needs of individual teachers, or when analyzed collectively, can
facilitate the generation of hypotheses about factors
that effect change. Concern is defined as "the composite representation of the feelings, the preoccupa8

Questionnaire (SOCQ) provides a system for
rating the intensity of the various concerns,
and affords opportunity for more sophisticated interpretation of results than would be
possible with a one-legged conference or an
open-ended assessment approach.

The 2001-2002-candidate year was much better
for co lle cting data. A National Board Certified
Teacher, who assisted in the seminars, carried the
questionnaire to each seminar and personally made
sure that each candidate in attendance filled one
out prior to the seminar beginning. This allowed for
better data collection and provided the researchers
with data that was 'untainted ' by seminar discussions
and provided consistent data from more candidates
over the year. Thirty-four candidate responses were
analyzed during the second year of data collection.

The researchers chose the OESC because they
felt that it was the method that would best add the
teachers ' voice to the process. Teachers' needs and
concerns must be acknowledged in order for them
to develop professionally.

Table 2

Methodology
The intent was to identify teachers' initial concerns about the NBPTS process and compare that
data to their concerns throughout the process. The
goal was to glean data about teachers involved in
the process that could be shared with the National
Board for review of the process. It is also important
information for other teachers contemplating certification, as well as for school districts encouraging participation among its faculty . The OESC was administered to Illinois candidates, seeking certification, during the 2000-2001 and 2001-2002 candidacy years.
Data co llected from candidates at each of three
workshop/seminars was analyzed for each of the two
years. During the 2000-2001 year there were 18
"acceptable" candidate responses reviewed and
during the 2001-2002 year there were 34 "acceptable " candidate responses reviewed. Acceptable
candidate responses were those that were easily
identified with the candidates last four digits of their
social security number and the candidate had
responded on three separate occasions. The seemingly low number of responses are due to several factors: l) candidates were not required to attend the
workshop/seminars, 2) cand idates in the Chicago
Quest area attended their own seminars separate
from the state provided seminars, and 3) inclement
weather delayed and cancelled some of the workshop/ seminars.
During the 2000-2001 year there was inconsistency in the manner in which the questionnaire was
administered and even a time when it was forgotten
at one seminar. The questionnaire was also administered at varied times during the seminars: sometimes
at the beginning, sometimes at the end. Illinois candidate seminars were offered throughout the state at
various times. For example, the first seminar was
offered in October/November on three different
occasions in three different locations throughout the
state (in central and northern Illinois). It should be
noted, however, that candidates in southern Illinois,
though few in number, had the farthest distance to
drive to these seminars. The non-requirement of candidates to attend these seminars and the inconsistency in which the questionnaire was offered during
2000-2001 , made it difficult to glean a constant
group of candidates throughout the process. Therefore, 18 of the 99 respondents responded on three
different occasions.

Illinois Candidates by Demographics
Candidacy Year

Rural

Suburban

Urban

Unidentified

2000-2001

2

15

l

O

Total

18

2001-2002

4

24

3

5

34

Note . Rural = population under 50,000;
Suburban = population 50,000 - l 00.000,
Urban = population over l 00,000.

Table 2 references the number of candidates and
their placement according to rural , suburban or
urban teaching. It should be noted that there was
not an opportunity to collect data from candidates
(in either year) after they had completed the written
exams in June nor after they learned of their success
or banking of scores in November of the same year.
What the Illinois Candidates Stated
Interestingly, there was not a significant difference in the data collected from candidates during
the 2000-2001 year and the 2001-2002-candidacy
year. Though the number of acceptable responses
increased, candidates appear to have the same
concerns rated at the same level of intensity. During
the process of certification, a majority of the candidates tended to be concerned at the personal (level
2) and management (level 3) innovations . There
were a select few, however, who were ranked at collaboration (level 5) and refocusing (level 6) .
Comments from candidates ranked at concern
levels 2 and 3 follow. In level 2 (personal) the candidate is uncertain about the demands of the innovation, his/her inadequacy to meet those demands,
and his/her role with the innovation. This includes
analysis of his/her role in relation to the reward structure of the organization, decision-making and consideration of potential conflicts with existing structures or
personal commitment. Financial or status implications of the program for self and colleagues may also
be reflected . Candidates stated:
"I may not meet the high standards" (2000-2001);
"I worry that the readers may not feel my activities are worthwhile" (2000-2001);
"I am concerned that the requirements are very
rigid" (2000-2001);
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as though they simply cannot take on one more
thing. Then, of course, the fear of enduring this
process and then not passing is of great concern .
Actually, the fear of the end result is expressed in
terms of passing and not passing. Some worried
about how their peers would react if they passed,
and if they didn't pass! It would be interesting to
once again administer the OESC once the results
were known to compare the candidates concerns
throughout the process to their concerns as they
reflect on the process.
However, since the candidates do not regroup
this was not possible. Despite this limitation for this
study, it is interesting to compare this work with what
candidates reported on a survey administered by
the NBPTS to all candidates from the 2000-2001-candidacy year.
The National Board Certification Candidate Survey was administered to first time, full cycle candidates. The purpose of the survey was to examine
four specific topics related to the certification
process: 1) candidates' experiences with the assessment itself - both the portfolio and the assessment
center; 2) candidates ' experiences with any support
programs they may have participated in; 3) candidates' personal opinions of the certification process;
and 4) additional reflections candidates had regarding any other aspect of the process. There were
5,641 respondents to the survey. Twenty-seven questions were asked of each candidate and then their
responses were reported in percentages. Three of
those 27 questions are reviewed here as relevant to
the research reported in this article.
Question 1: How helpful were the portfolio
instructions - both in terms of content and format - in
assisting you to prepare your portfolio entries?
Nationally, 47.3% reported as generally helpful and
44.0% as very helpful compared to Illinois candidates
reported 43.5% as generally helpful and 49. 7% as
very helpful. Question 4h : During the time you were
participating in the national board assessment
process, did you participate in any type of organized
candidate support group? Nationally, 79.5% stated
yes while Illinois candidates reported at 84.5%. Question 16: How important was (were) any fee
subsidy(ies) you received to your decision to participate in the National Board Certification process?
Nationally 11 .9% reported it was not an important
factor in their decision and 38.0% reported that it was
an important factor in their decision. Illinois candidates had 15.6% reporting that it was not an important factor in their decision while 41 .2% reported that
it was an important factor in heir decision .

"The expectations: developing a complete
understanding of what is asked for and having
clear explanations so that I can follow through
without error or misunderstanding" (2001-2002);
"Completing the process successfully " (20012002); and
"Passing and the effects if I don't - my selfesteem" (2001-2002).
In level 3 (management) attention is focused on
the processes and tasks of using the innovation and
the best use of information and resources . Issues
related to efficiency, organizing, managing, scheduling, and time demands are utmost. One candidate's responses from 2000-2001 were:
"I'm mainly concerned about the time this will
take ... " (1st response);
''I'm concerned about getting everything done
on time, and the time I have to take from other
things to devote to this" (2nd response); and
"I am also concerned about the length of time
until we find out if we earned the certification"
(3rd response).
One-candidate responses from 2001-2002 were:
"Managing my time" (1st response);
"Being able to finish" (2nd response), and
"Did I include enough about the standards? Did
I get across that I know what I'm doing?" (3rd
response).
Candidates that tended to grow with the
process had the following comments. A candidate
during 2000-2001 stated the following at the various
response levels:
"I am most concerned about the amount of time
spent on this project (level 3) .. .1 am also concerned with following specific directions (level
2)" (1st response);
"I am concerned about assessment tests at this
point as my portfolio is 2/3rds done (level 2) " (2nd
response); and
"Passing assessment tests! (level 2) ... the process,
though time-consuming, is the most worthwhile
endeavor I have undertaken in years (level 6).
A sample from a 2001-2002 candidate is:
"My major concern regarding this process is the
amount of time it is going to take (level 3) ... 1
have no doubt that I will grow as a professional
and that the process is worthwhile (level 6) (1st
response);
"because in reality the entire time frame for me is
late (level 3) .. . very time consuming (level 3) "
(2nd response); and
" .. .the process is very valuable (level 6), but time
is such a stress (level 3) (3rd response).

Illinois' Future with NBPTS
The state of Illinois continues to support national
certification of it teachers in many ways. The Illinois
legislature has increased its appropriation for National Board Certification from $1 .075 to $4.075. The
funds will provide full fee payment for all c andidates
who go through the Illinois application process and
provide an annual $3 ,000 .00 increase for those

Discussion
Clearly, candidates are most concerned about
the time involved with the process. This is no surprise
given a typical day for a teacher. They honestly feel
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and improve the experience of candidates.

achieving National Board Certification. The annual
increase will apply to the NBCTs already teaching in
the state. In addition, and to the extent that funds
are available through the State Board of Education,
NBCTs will receive an (additional) $1,000 if they provide 60 hours of mentoring and/or $3,000 to assist
candidates teaching in academically at-risk schools
or disadvantaged communities .... The state of Illinois
has signed the 2000-2005 NASDTEC Interstate Contract and will award their highest level certificate to
any person who has obtained National Board Certification in an area corresponding to that for which
certification is sought, provided the applicant also
holds a comparable and valid certificate issued by
any member state and has complied with any
requirements of the receiving state regarding
degrees held, citizenship, and moral, ethical, physical, and mental fitness (Illinois SBE Web Site).
Illinois has restructured their candidacy program
for 2002-2003. Instead of the three state workshop/
seminars as offered in the past, grant money was
awarded to the state to redesign their current candidacy support program. The state of Illinois has been
divided into seven regions with a National Board Certified Teacher as the coordinator for each region.
Application to the certification process will continue
as it has in the past, however, the state
workshops/seminars have been redesigned in their
delivery. Beginning with the 2002-2003-candidacy
year, there will be one state workshop/seminar and
an additional five regional workshop/seminars. The
intent is to reach more of the rural areas of the state
and to offer better support to Illinois candidates as
they proceed through the process of certification,
thus increasing the number of National Board Certified teachers in Illinois.
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Final Thoughts

There are varied issues and challenges to the
National Board Certification process. As research is
more readily available on the process, the candidates and the students they impact, these issues and
chal lenges may be met and answered.
Illinois has taken the position, with the support of
its state officials, that the National Board Certification
is a valid and rigorous standard for all teachers in the
state to work toward achieving. Candidates and
those receiving National Board Certification from the
state of Illinois, as evidenced in their responses to surveys, support ideas that the process of going through
national certification is excellent professional development. Although the process is rigorous, extremely
demanding, and very time consuming, it is worthwhile in its design to have teachers really study their
teaching. It is vital for teachers to constantly examine what they do, why they do it, and contemplate
alternative ways for teaching the same content.
When this routinely happens, classrooms will be
improved. Teachers should be encouraged to seek
NBPTS certification and compensated for doing so.
The process itself should continue to be examined
using the voices of the teachers involved to evaluate
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and availability, considerable impetus exists for providing a school based program of professional. development to practicing teachers.
And, yet, for the most part, professional development for educators has a somewhat spotty and
inconsistent record of success. Hilliard (1997), in
claiming that a critical problem exists with traditional
professional development activities, calls for fundamental change in how such activities are implemented . Many writers have noted the ineffectiveness of
most professional development programs, which
often result in a disjointed and fragmented jumble of
topics and approaches (Ball, 1996; U.S. Department
of Education, 1998; Newman and King, 2000).
The traditional method of providing professional
development to teachers is the one-shot workshop
squeezed in among a myriad of other activities during a teacher "work day." In our fast-paced, hurryup world even providing this amount and type of
training can be a challenge. Yet, a recent report by
the U.S. Department of Education (2000) noted that
eight hours is the threshold teachers say is critical for
them to gain any value from a professional development activity. A common feature of many of these
programs is a lack of follow-up and support to the
teacher to insure that information and knowledge
make the important and necessary transition into the
classroom (Joyce and Showers, 1995; Moffett, 2000).
Overcoming these obstacles to effective professional development will not be easy. A focused and
concerted effort must be made to improve the ability of professional development in our schools. This will
require a developmentally sequenced plan that provides pervasive reform--from preservice to inservice
teachers. O'Brien (1997) suggests a mix of personal
time and release time to establish on-going networking for teachers. Networking can also enhance the
effectiveness of professional development for teachers by having them observe other teachers or having
coach teachers assist them (National Science Foundation, 1998; Luft, 1999).

Abstract

An essential element to providing quality instruction in our nation's schools is a well-designed and
effective professional development program. Unfortunately, much of the professional development for
teachers is poorly designed and ineffective. The Skill
Acquisition Model provides a mechanism to insure
that professional development for educators will lead
to increased teaching skills on the part of teachers
and improved instruction in the classroom.
Introduction

Over the last several decades much has been
discovered about what works and what doesn't work
in education. We know a great deal about how children and adolescents learn and how teachers
should teach. However, if this knowledge is to be
translated into improved academic achievement we
must be able to take what we know about teaching
and learning and translate that knowledge into
improved instructional opportunities for all students.
Our success in this endeavor will depend upon our
ability to help teachers to integrate within the classroom what we have learned from our journey
through the maze of research and rhetoric of the last
decade.
The Current Efficacy of Professional Development

A key to meeting the challenge of quality instruction in our schools will be a well-designed, flexible
and effective system of ongoing professional development. There has been much written in recent
years regarding the importance of professional
development for practicing educators. Gaylord-Ross
(1989) noted that professional development is
extremely important in implementing instructional
innovations in the classroom. A number of authors
(Idol and West, 1987; Phillips and McCullough, 1990;
Lang and Fox, 2003) have observed that, since most
preservice preparation programs are limited in scope
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Newman and King (2000) co n c luded that
teacher success in improving student achievement is
dependent on teachers being able to implement
knowledge and skills they have gained in a particular
school and in a particular context. This was echoed
to a certain extent by Guskey and Sparks (l 996) who
described a model for professional development
based on the assumption that professional development is influenced by a number of factors including
content characteristics, process variables, and context characteristics.
A number of writers have explored factors that
can lead to effective professional development for
tea c hers (Pennell and Firestone, 1998; Fitzsimmons
and Kerpelman, 1994; Webb, 1996; Sparks and Hirsh,
1997; and Hoewisch, 1998). McKenna (l 998) identified successful alternatives to conventional professional development as being job-embedded, ment o r-dependent learning modes such as action
research, small group problem-solving, and peer
observation. Ronnerman (l 996) suggested letting
teachers control their own professional development
and allowing the problem, not the method, to guide
teacher development.

We attempted to integrate these features into an
integrated, comprehensive m odel for professional
development. As part of this process we conducted
a Summer Institute and follow up meetings during the
succeeding academic year. These meetings provided:
l. a deeper and practical understanding of and
skill at application of the scientific method in lifescience problem solving;
2. "hands-on" application of methods, inc luding
time to assemble the needed supplies;
3. opportunities for the teachers to develop a
shared vision of the goals and science vocabulary for each grade level (vertical alignment
awareness);
4. equipment (including a digital camera and color
compu ter printer for each participating campus); and,
5. reading resources, manipulatives and materials
for classroom science activities.
The Summer Institute focused on content mastery
and application . Several guest speakers enhanced
the understanding of science content and teachers
had opportunities for hands-on learning in how to
teach science concepts. Throughout the academic
year project staff met with participating teachers at
different school campuses. This promoted sharing in
many areas-- how labs were conducted, how to
store and share equipment, how to implement the
activities we learned in the summer, how to schedule
time for special interest clubs (such as a science
club), and how to find financial resources for equipment. They also shared innovative ways of utilizing
technology for teaching science. Project staff also
spent time in participants' classrooms, observing and
mentoring the teachers involved in the project. In
addition, teachers mentored one another, sharing
ideas and teaching strategies.

A Project to Improve Professional Development
for Teachers

This project's goal was to design a professional
development model to improve the skills of elementary teachers in providing quality science instruction.
At the same time we were interested in constructing
a model that would provide effective professional
development for all teachers. We defined effective
professional develop as that which translates into
improved instructional practice in the classroom and
increased academic achievement on the part of students.
Eight elementary schools in a mid-sized west central Texas school distric t were selected for the project.
These eight schools have a student of color population of 40% or greater and the average pass rate on
the reading section of the Texas Academic Assessment of Skills test is l 0 percentage points lower than
the district average. To help improve the reading
scores in these under-performing schools, we developed a professional development program for elementary teachers that integrated reading materials
and exercises in selected science topics.
Based on our experience and study we determined that effective professional development activities for teachers should include the following key
characteristics:

The Evaluation Process

A variety of sources and procedures were used
to col lect evaluation data for this project. For each
of the topics addressed during the Summer Institute
pretests and posttests were administered to the participants at the beginning and ending of each session. These tests addressed the content to be covered during that particular session . The differences in
the pre- and post-tests were examined as a measure
of the increase in participants ' knowledge of the
content of that topic as a result of the session .
Also, at the end of each session participants
were asked to complete a questionnaire regarding
their perceptions of the effectiveness of that particular session. This instrument dealt with the quality of
the presentation, of instructional materials, session
format, etc . Instrument items were arranged in a Likert-type format and included some open-ended
questions as well.
Approximately two weeks after the conclusion of
the three-week Summer Institute structured interviews
were held with participants. Questions were posed

(l) planning that includes input from teachers
principals and district personnel;
(2) time with other teachers;
(3) a combination of content and process
topics;
(4) a specific implementation goal; and
(5) strengthened connections between teachers
and a broad variety of instructional and
community resources.
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This model attempts to facilitate the professional
growth of teachers toward sustained skill mastery
using a focused , programmed approach that provides support to the teacher at each stage of the
process. By using this model in additional professional
development projects we hope that more information can be collected and analyzed regarding the
model 's efficacy in translating professional development activities into improved classroom learning.

to elicit both knowledge of content and how the
content would be integrated into the classroom .
Although specific questions were developed for the
structured interview, evaluators also asked follow-up
questions based on participants' responses.
One month after the school year started in the
fall selected teachers were observed in their classrooms to determine to what extent they were integrating the information and skills addressed in the
summer institute and in the Saturday sessions conducted during the academic year. A modified rubric
developed for this purpose was used to collect information during the observation.
Two final avenues were used to collect data.
Approximately six months after the conclusion of the
Summer Institute questionnaires were sent to teachers who were project participants and to their principals. The teachers' instrument was designed to
determine teachers' perception of how useful they
felt the information, training and support provided by
the project was over time and to determine how
much, if any, of the information and skills addressed
in the project they were integrating into their teaching of science. The principals' instrument addressed
principals ' perceptions of any changes in the quality
of the teachers ' science teaching as a result of their
participation in the project. Principals were asked to
report their perceptions based upon their own observations of the teachers.
The results of this evaluation process reveal a
number of insights into effective professional development for teachers. Teachers appeared to substantially increase their knowledge of science content,
particularly in those areas addressed by the Summer
Institute. Despite their recurring complaints that the
content was too high a level for the students they
taught, teachers did feel more comfortable with the
terminology and concepts of the science content
after the Institute. This increased knowledge and
comfort level contributed to the teachers ' improved
ability to teach science to their students. This indicates that a focus on increasing knowledge and
understanding of content, while uncomfortable, is
translated into improved instruction in the classroom.
Participants indicated a strong preference for
hands-on, practical type activities that they could
immediately pick up and use in their classrooms. We
also found that teachers used some of the techniques and strategies they had learned in regard to
teaching science classes, but they tended not to use
those that did not fit in with their particular teaching
style or preference. Also, the longer teachers waited
to use techniques and strategies the less likely they
were to use them at all. In fact, without a specific
plan to incorporate skills used during the Summer
Institute many teachers failed to make significant
changes in the way they taught science.

Figure One: The Skill Acquisition Professional
Development Model for Teachers

1. Basic Information Level
This level will consist of a format to introduce participants to basic information and concepts. The purpose of this level will be for orientation and information dissemination to insure that participants have a
grasp of the underlying research and the basic elements of the skill being addressed.
2. Observation Level
Participants will be given the opportunity to observe
skills and techniques being implemented successfully
with students by teachers accomplished in the skill.
This will take place in demonstration classrooms identified by Project staff.
3. Guided Practice Level
This level will give participants experience in actual
implementation of the skill or skills being addressed.
An experienced teacher should o bserve the Guided
Practice stage and provide feedback to the participant regarding his/her performanc e.
4. Skill Enhancement Level
In this .level participants will have an opportunity to
again visit with the person who has observed them in
implementing the skill, and view a videotape of their
use of the skill in the Guided Practice Level. Participants will then be able to seek additional assistance
and support before again engaging in Guided Practice .
5. Initial Mastery Level
Once a participant feels comfortable in the Guided
Practice Level, s/he will be teamed with a teacher or
other professional trained in the skill. These two individuals will team teach until the participant has been
evaluated by a third profes sional as having
achieved mastery of the skill.
6. Sustained Mastery Level
Every three months for the next year, the participant
will be observed and evaluated by a teacher or
other professional using a rubric designed for this purpose to insure that mastery is still present and to provide any additional assistance or support the
teacher might need.
The first step of this model c ould be accomplished in a number of ways. In our project it was
accomplished through a Summer Institute for three
weeks with four 4-hour sessions per week. It could
also be accomplished by simply giving teachers
books, articles and videotapes to study independently, or a combination of these since the purpose

A Model for Effective Professional Development
Based upon our experience with the project
described above we developed the Skill Acquisition
Professional Development Model seen in Figure One.
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is to impart basic knowledge and information. Any
method used should contain some provision for
teachers to be assessed regarding their mastery of
basic content.
Teachers should be given the opportunity to
observe an experienced teacher demonstrate the
skill in an actual classroom in Step 2. This observation
should be structured and provide for either written or
verbal reflection on the part of the trainee.
Next, in Step 3, the teacher being trained should
be observed while demonstrating the skill him/herself.
A mentor, a teacher experienced in the targeted
skill, should complete this observation. It should also
incorporate structured feedback for the trainee. Visiting again with their mentor teacher in Step 4 will
provide the trainee the opportunity to further refine
the targeted skill and provide a greater level of proficiency with it.
Step 5 allows the teacher to be paired with
either the mentor teacher or another teacher experienced with the skill. Working side-by-side with another professional will assist the trainee in incorporating
the targeted skill into the fabric of the actual classroom environment. Finally, in order to ensure that
mastery is maintained over time, periodic reviews
and feedback should be provided at regular intervals during the next year.
Conclusions
Lipka and Brinthaupt (l 999) observed that one of
the most rewarding and demanding journeys is living
one's life as a teacher. As we begin our collective
journey into a new century we must face those
rewards and those demands together. The future of
our world lies in our ability to teach our children to
assume the mantle of leadership in the 21st Century.
To do that we must have teachers who aspire to the
highest levels of excellence, who possess the knowledge and the skills to take what we have learned in
the previous century about teaching and learning
and apply it to the schools of the new century. If we
are to accomplish that goal we must do a more
effective job of supporting our teachers through
effective, relevant and useful professional development. It is our best hope to realize our potential and
to embrace our future.
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Introduction

dition of the school building . The difference in percentile rankings was as much as 5 percent. Other
evidence of the relationship between physical environment and student achievement was provided by
Bowers and Burkett (1989), Burkhalter (1983), Greenwa ld, Hedges, and Laine (1996), and Tanner (2000).

A national survey of public school teachers conducted by the Carpet and Rug Institute (2001) examined the relationship between school interior design
and academic performance. Results of the study
indicated that well designed classrooms improve
learning and achievement. The results a lso revealed
that few teachers were totally satisfied with their
classroom design , In fact, most teachers only know
of their classrooms as shelters for student learning .
When teachers are assigned classrooms, only few of
them know that they can physically plan their rooms
to their satisfaction to meet the learning needs of the
students. Principals as facility leaders can work with
teachers to plan positive classroom environment for
learning. They can call the teachers' attention to
the physical e lements of their classrooms, such as
safety, temperature, humidity, vision, acoustics, aesthetics, sanitation, and space. Teachers need to
know that they could manipulate the conditions of
these elements to create a positive classroom environment for learning.

Classroom Conditions Impact Learning

Principals can work closely with teachers to
ensure that they understand the physical conditions
they are given. Though classroom conditions, such
as room size, configuration, volume, and fi xed facilities cannot be changed, teachers can work with
given conditions creatively to maximize learning
effectiveness. These preset conditions should be
designed to support classroom activities . However,
teachers are encouraged to examine these conditions and modify them to facilitate teaching and
learning. They need to consider the following elements to improve the classroom environment for
learning.
Safety, Since student safety is always the primary c oncern, teachers are responsible for checking
any potential unsafe conditions in their classrooms,
such as damaged ceiling tiles, roof leaks, broken
floor tiles, cracked window glasses, unraveling carpet, exposed electrical wires, sharp edges, and wrigg ling furniture . Teachers need to identify the fire
escape exits including emergency escape windows
and check daily to clear any possible blockades to
escape. In working with principals to plan the procedures and escape routes of fire drills, teachers need
to locate the fire alarms, sprinkler system, and pull
stations in their c lassrooms, if any, and understand
how they w o rk in c ase of fire . Science teachers
need to inspec t the safe storage of chemicals, and
the proper func tioning of the safety cut-off valves,
smoke and fume exhaust system, eye washer, shower, and fire extinguisher. It is the responsibility of every
tea c her to ensure proper storage of unused equip-

Physical Environment and Student Attitude/Learning

The impact of physical environment on student
attitude and learning are richly embedded in literature . School principals need to provide teachers
with basic knowledge and understanding about how
facility and learning interface. Chan 's recent study
(2001) on student attitude confirmed the fact that
students in better quality school buildings have a
more positive attitude toward their learning environment. Other significant studies on physical environment and student attitude were conducted by Artinian (1973), Chan (1982), Cramer (1976), McGuffey
(1972), Stockard and Mayberry (1992), and Tatsuoka
and others (1978). In Earthman and Lemaster's study
(1996), a positive relationship was found between
student academic performance on all subtests of
the Test of Ac ademic Proficiency (TAP) and the con16

ment. This affirmative action prevents students from
accidentally being injured as a result of unnecessary
c lutter. Teachers need to test the two-way com municatio n system every day to make sure it works. If it is
not a two-way system, priority should be given to
install the two-way system as soon as possible. All
unsafe conditions need to be reported to the school
administration immediately. However, school principals need to remind teachers that simply reporting
unsafe conditions does not relieve them from liability.
Before the unsafe conditions are properly addressed,
the teacher needs to do everything possible to block
off and reasonably monitor unsafe areas from student access. Principals need to plan for school safety
workshops to prepare teachers how to manage
emergency situations.
Seeing. Because of energy conservation, many
school buildings today are designed to reduce the
amount of window space in the classrooms. What it
means is the classrooms will be less dependent on
natural light for illumination. Fluorescent lighting, the
standard lighting for classroom today, is a good
quality indoor lighting for everyday human performance. School principals need to urge their teachers to check out the lighting system and its controls in
their classrooms. Special lighting fixtures and wiring in
the system allow teachers to have better contro l
over the glowing intensity of their classrooms. The
normal lighting intensity in a classroom is approximately 46.5 to 69.7 foot-cand les, pending on the
kinds of instructional activities to be performed in the
classrooms (Rankin, 1982). Inappropriate lighting
damages students' vision and shortens their attention
span. Teachers should check the appropriateness of
lighting in their classrooms in terms of intensity and
distribution. Any complaint about seeing problem
from students should be taken seriously and be
brought to the attention of the school principal for
possible solution.
Hearing.
Noise can come from a variety of
sources inside and outside the classrooms. It interferes with a student's ability to understand (Johnson,
2001). Principals can suggest to teachers that good
discipline management and keeping aisles free of
obstacles help improve acoustics in the classrooms.
Some architectural or engineering devices, such as
carpeting, soundproofing insulation, acoustical panels and damper barriers can be installed to enhance
c lassroom acoustics. Teachers need to trace the
sources of noise disturbances in their c lassrooms and
request for correction.
Temperature. Research suggests that temperatu re is the most significant physical element to
impact learning (Chan, 1982). School principals
need to acquaint teachers with the thermostat operation to control temperature in the classrooms. The
classroom temperature needs to be set at a comfortable zone (68-70 degree range) to facilitate classroom activities (Castaldi, 1994). Other factors, such
as classroom window size, ceiling height, exterior
walls, overcrowding condition, and student activities
would require the classrooms to be set at different

temperature ranges for occupants to be comfortable. Some classrooms are installed with individual
HVAC system and individual controlled thermostats
for temperature adjustment. Teachers can also
open windows, if possible, to allow natural fresh air
into the classrooms.
Humidify.
High humidity causes bodily fatigue
and sickness, creates a climate for the growth of
bacteria, and damages sensitive electronic equipments in the classrooms (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2000). It is usually caused by infiltration
of ground water into the building foundation, roof
leak, small -undetected cracks in water pipes, and
insufficient airflow. Classroom teachers do not usually possess any device to measure humidity in the air.
However, some of the obvious symptoms such as
excessive moisture, mold, and mildew in the c lassroom are easily detectable. Mold and mildew can
cause respiratory problems for teachers and students. Teachers need to bring humidity problems to
the attention of the administration as soon as possible. School principals can suggest teachers to open
windows, use dehumidifiers, and maintain continuous
airflovr to help control moisture while other more permanEi nt solutions are being sought.
Scrnifafion. School principals need to delegate
teacr ers with the responsibility to critica lly inspect
their <:lassrooms everyday to make sure that excellent sc 1nitary conditions are maintained because sick
childron do not learn. Indoor air needs to be c lean
and fI ee of dust. Drinking water needs to be leadfree and meet health standards. Classrooms should
be fre 3 from infection of bacteria, mildew, asbestos,
rador and any kind of contamination. Principals
shoulc advise teachers to detect symptoms of any
possitile sanitation problems and report to the
admi 11istration. School cus todian s cou ld help
answE r questions on classroom sanitation.
S,: ace. The size of a general classroom is common I~· designed between 850-900 square feet
(Castnldi, 1994). Special instructional rooms may
vary i11 size according to the functions of different
educe tional programs. Tea chers cannot increase
the siz, ~ of their c lassrooms assigned to them, but
they c ,n c reatively make best use of their existing
space~ by using a flexible arrangement of furniture
and ec 1uipment. Principa ls can advise teachers to
use stackable tables and chairs, mobile tea ching
stations, and collapsible risers to save classroom
space. Teachers need to be reminded not to over
equip their rooms with furniture and equipment. Students feel more comfortable when they have sufficient space to move around in a classroom that is
not encumbered by underused furniture or equipment.
Aesthetics. Decorating a classroom to achieve
the educational purpose requires much of th e
teachers ' creativity and imagination. Research indicates that students' brains learn better in an aesthetically pleasing classroom. Students have a great
appreciation of aesthetics especially in their immediate learning environment (Chan, 1988). Poor aes-
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thetics diminishes enthusiasm and encourages negative perceptions by students about their learning
environment. Principals need to encourage their
teachers to set up their classrooms neatly and tidily
to be ready for class while at the same time create
an inviting aura for students to work. The appropriate
use of attractive pastel colors will help stimulate student learning. Personal touches such as hanging
pictures and plants in the c lassrooms help transform
a p lain room into a beautiful and pleasant learning
environment

her to learn and the sequence that it will be carried
out. Teachers can tape manila folders to the wall to
place handouts for students or use those same folders for students to get handouts when they have
been absent from c lass. Teachers should also post
class rules for students.
Guidelines to Create a Positive Classroom
Environment for Learning

In creating a positive classroom environment for
learning, school principals work closely with teachers
to consider the following guidelines relating to educational program, child development, student activities, and neuroscience development.
*
Educational Program. Classroom environment
needs to be created to meet the needs of the
educational program it serves. The environment
supports the learning process by physically providing equipment and setup to facilitate smooth
implementation of educational programs.
*
Child Development. Children's physical, psychological, and physiological developments occur in
stages . Each stage has its own unique feature
that has significant implications for learning. Educators need to modify the classroom environment to accommodate children 's learning pattern by stage.
*
Student Activities. Student activities differ by
course and program . They need to be supported by the physical setting of the classrooms. Students learn effectively by participating in the
activities that are free from physical limitations of
the classroom environment.
*
Neuroscience Development. Brain research in
recent years has revealed significant findings in
support of the specific learning functions of
human brains. The development in neuroscience
casts new light to creating classroom environment to support student learning (Chan and
Petrie, 2000).

Classrooms as Teaching and Learning Tools

The four walls of a classroom can well serve as
instructional tools in addition to being used to hang
chalkboards and bulletin boards. Teachers should be
aware of the students' initial impression of the classroom . Students make judgments about what they
see in their classes. They can form negative perceptions about the value of a course and perceive that
wa lls that are left blank as a sign of a lack of enthusiasm by the teacher. This potential perception by students is sensible because the visual modality of leaning is important for all learners. Good utilization of
wall space allows the student to take advantage of
visual modes of learning, but even more significant,
the combination of learning modes.
Principals as instructional leaders need to strongly
encourage their teachers to make best use of classroom walls as instructional tools. Teachers have used
their wall space to enhance learning and help transform short-term memory into long-term memory.
Content posters reminding students of timelines in history, math and science formulas, conjugation of
verbs and mnemonics are a few examples of methods to utilize wall space as a means to greater
understanding of subject content. Other remarkable
examples of instructional use of classroom wall space
are:
Process Chart. Process charts serve as an aid to
students as they do independent work at their desk.
It helps the student monitor his or her own learning. A
process chart will allow the student to know exactly
what step he or she has a lack of understanding .
Being able to tell teacher what he or she does not
understand allows the instructor to focus directly on
the student's incorrect thinking . This reduces the frustration of the learner and reinforces his or her selfconfidence .
Student Work Display. Wall space can be used
to help motivate students to perform a higher quality
of work . The quality of students ' work will normally
improve if their work is posted on the wall where their
peers may see it. For some students the posting of
their work is viewed as a reward. Teachers can help
students understand what is expected of them if they
post on the walls what excellent work looks like.
Instructional Communication. Wall space can
serve as a tool to improve the communication of the
class. Teachers should post the objectives of the content to be taught daily. This serves as an advanced
notice to the student of what is expected of him or

Creating Positive Learning Environment:
Principal's Strategies

Creating classroom environment for learning is
mainly teachers ' responsibility. However, school principals as instructional and facil ity leader are in a
unique position to provide excellent direction and
support to classroom teachers . The following are
some strategies school principals c ould use in working with teachers in creating classroom environment
for learning:
• Awareness. Let teachers be aware of the
impact of positive classroom environment on student success. Cite current research and literature.
• Knowledge. Provide teachers with basic information about classroom design features and
how they work to support a learning environment.
• Skills. Demonstrate to teachers how the electrica I, mechanical, and plumbing systems are
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•

•
•

•

operated with focus on the controls, options, and
safety shut-offs.
Liabilities. Explain to teachers the legal implications of professional liabilities as they relate to
negligence charges.
Support. Support teachers with technical assistance, and human and fiscal resources needed
to create a positive learning environment.
Discussion. Invite teachers to workshops or group
discussions about how to create a positive classroom environment for learning . Let teachers
have an opportunity to share experiences.
Checklist. Develop a checklist to cover the
essential items of a positive learning environment
for teachers to check with everyday in their classrooms. These items should cover elements such
as safety, sanitation, vision, and temperature .
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Conclusion

School principals play an active role in working
with teachers to create positive classroom environment for student learning . They can assist teachers to
creatively monitor the classroom conditions that contribute to a positive learning environment. Students'
opportunities to learn are enhanced in a thoughtfully
created learning environment that includes the safety, seeing, hearing, temperature, aesthetics, sanitation, and space elements of the learning process.
Principals as school facility leaders can work with
teachers to make a difference in student success by
creating a positive classroom environment to stimulate students' learning desire .
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Abstract

Background

Our goal was to explore and summarize exemplary or "best" supervisory practices and compare
these to supervision as practiced in the elementary
education program at our college of education.
Assessment of supervisory practices will initiate a
process of making recommendations for improvements or revisions in the teacher education program.
Data revealed close alignment between exemplary
guidelines and current supervisory practices. Data
also suggested intriguing new questions that may
shape the future direction of our supervisory practices.

Student teaching has long been considered the
cornerstone event in teacher preparation . It is the
culminating and paramount experience in the
preparation to teach. Conant (1963) argued that
the only indisputably essential element in professional
education is practice teaching. More recently, the
Association of Teacher Educators (ATE) Standards for
Field Experiences in Teacher Education cites
research that indicates that field experiences are the
most important component of teacher education
programs (McIntyre, Byrd, & Foxx, 1996). Research
also suggests that what occurs during the field experience is the most significant factor in preparing competent, thoughtful teachers (Mc Intyre, Byrd, & Foxx,
1996). The role of effective supervision in the student
teaching experience is critical (Zahorik, 1988) and is
an essential part of preservice teacher preparation.

Introduction

Understanding and improving the quality of
teachers remains a top priority for teacher educators
and v irtually all who care about educational
advancement. Efforts to reform education or support teacher advancement are well served by focusing on early experiences of beginning teachers and
patterns learned upon entry to the profession. It is
wide ly believed that student teaching and other
early experiences have a powerful effect on formation of teaching practices. Student teaching experiences are overseen by supervisors who often play a
key part in this process. Our goal was to explore and
summarize exemplary or "best" supervisory practices
and compare these to supervision as practiced in
the elementary education program at our university.
A self assessment of supervisory practices would lead
to informed recommendations for the improvement
of this critical component of new teacher professional development.

Goals Of This Study

Our goals for this project were threefold:
1) To gather data on what could be considered
"best practice" in the area of supervision of
student teachers.
2) To assess supervisory practices in e lementary
education program at our university
according to best practice, NCATE
and state guidelines.
3) To write a summary report and include
recommendations for change.
We began the project with several assumptions,
including :
1) That supervision of student teaching is a
pivotal component of field experiences,
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and a critical self-study of supervision would
deepen understanding of the extent to
which current practices reflect exemplary
professional practices,
2) Steps to improve and enhance the process
w?uld emerge from, and be informed by
alignment of current practices with those
recommended in best practices
research, and,
3) Such steps should be taken to better realize
the full potential of student teaching
supervision and its contributions to the
professional development of student
teachers.

general categories and thereby focused our self
study:
l ) The selection and preparation of supervisors:
Who are the supervisors, what are their qualifications,
what sorts of training related needs do they have,
and how is that training provided? Implied in this
category is the need to review the procedures and
policies of supeNisor selection and preparation and
assess their effectiveness and level of supervisor satisfaction,
2) The roles and responsibilities of supervisors:
What is the primary job of the supervisor and how
does it fit with the work of others in the field experience? Implied in this category is the clear definition,
delineation , and communication of the roles of
supervisors and cooperating teachers and the complementary contributions each offers to a coherent
and professional learning community, and,
3) The process and conduct of supervision: How
can the act of supervision meaningfully contribute to
the professional development of teacher candidates
and what processes are necessary in order for that to
occur? Implied in this category is the act of supervision itself and how it supports a process of real professional development that is consistent w ith the elementary education conceptu a l framework . Also
implied here is the need to consider ways in which
supervisors seek and gather meaningful feedback
about their work and systematically use that feedback to guide, shape, and refine the quality of their
practice .

Best Practices in Student Teaching Supervision
The first phase of the project was to conduct an
informal literature review in order to define some
sense of "best practices" as they relate to the supervision of student teachers. It was expected that
emerging notions of best practices would provide a
useful benchmark against which the current state of
student teaching supervision in our elementary education program could be assessed.
S~veral sources were selected for the way they
contributed to a comprehensive picture of best
practices in field experience supervision and the
potential of such practices for the professional development of effective classroom teachers. According
to these sources, the following criteria may be used
to define a standard for the effective practice of
field experience supervision:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

What emerges from this review is a vision of field
experience supervision that is dramatically different
from traditional models in which student teachers
"still have to prepare special lessons for observations
by vague individuals who wander in to evaluate their
performance on some pseudoscientific scale" (Rigden, 1996). Such an alternative vision replaces an
emphasis on evaluation and assessment with an
emphasis on mentoring and support.

The selection of supervisors is systematic, collaborative, and based on a clearly articulated framework or mission statement,
Supervisors are well versed in critical knowledge,
skills, teacher development, supervising, conferencing, and assessment,
Supervisors are well qualified to work with teachers in the field experience setting,
Supervisors are visible and well integrated within
the field experience setting (present in sites,
involved with schools/classrooms/candidates) so
that supervision is not fragmented, isolated, and
marginalized,
Communication with students is frequent and
regular, occurring at least once a week,
Supervision facilitates and contributes to a professional learning community that has teacher
development as its singular goal,
Supervision contributes to a coherent program of
mentoring (not monitoring) and instruction,
Supervisors' roles are clear, unambiguous, complement other roles in the field experience, •and
separate supervision from evaluation.

Self Study
Our self study data co llection included administering questionnaires to undergraduate and MAT student tea chers during their last on-campus seminar,
and to supervisors at a supervisor workshop, and
interviews with facul t y who had administrative
responsibilities for hiring and oversight of supeNisors.
Likert and short essay questionnaires were given to
supervisors during a workshop held in Winter of 2002
and all 32 in attendance completed the forms. We
also gave similar questionnaires to teacher candidates and received 18 responses from two different
seminar groups.
Results Regarding the Selection and
Preparation of Supervisors

Implications
These criteria begin to provide a clear referent
against which the current state of supervision within
the elementary education program at our university
could be compared . They were grouped into three

Data from questionnaires indicated that our
supervisors are a very experienced and highly qualified group . All have advanced degrees in educa-
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tion, many hold administrative certificates, and over
half had administrative experience including serving
as principals and superintendents. All indicated prior
teaching experience and many have served as
mentors when they had classroom responsibilities.
Many held administrative endorsements and have
had coursework which provided background in
supervisory areas.
Part of this high level of experience may be due
to university selection criteria. Interviews with faculty/administrators who recruit and select supervisors
indicated that supervisors ore retained whose background includes at least a master's degree in education, over five years classroom experience, familiarity
and philosophical agreement with the conceptual
framework of the college, and either experience
with supervision or willingness to accept mentorship.
Supervisors were asked to rate their perceived
level of competence in the following areas: conferencing skills, assessment of classroom teaching effectiveness, knowledge of pedagogy, classroom observation, and overall assessment of candidates. Supervisors self reported a high degree of competence in
these five critical areas of supervision with 24 out of
32 (75%) scoring each area at least of 4 out of 5. The
remaining 8 respondents scored themselves
between 3.5 and 4.5 on average indicating a low
degree of need for additional training in those areas.
The one area of need most frequently cited as high
(with a 4 or 5) is in the area of conferencing skills and
this may pose an area to consider for future training
workshops.
Best practice data indicated that selecting well
qualified supervisors is a key component in effective
programs. Interviews with faculty assigned to hire
supervisors indicates that a clear and well defined
identification and selection process is in place.
Engaging supervisors includes a set of selection criteria, evaluation and review processes, training workshops, and an acknowledgement of the conceptual
framework and its role in guiding the deportment's
philosophical and practical approaches to supervision.
The extent of this self reported confidence and
competence is reinforced by the responses of
responding student teachers. Student teachers were
offered three response choices when asked how
effective supervisors were in supporting their professional development; very helpful, somewhat helpful,
or not very helpful. Apparently, the ways in which
supervisors ore selected and prepared is effective
from the students' point of view as they overwhelmingly indicated that their supervisor was very helpful
in contributing to their professional development as
teachers. 16 out of 18 indicated their supervisors
were "Very helpful" and added comments like "(she)
allowed me the psychological and emotional space
(to) make my own connections between teaching
and learning". Any broad conclusions ore limited
though by the fact that responding students were
referring to a very small number of supervisors.

Results Regarding the Roles and Responsibilities
of Supervisors
Given a choice of five different roles (evaluator,
mentor, resource, expert, personal confident), supervisors generally described their primary role as mentors (47%). The second most frequently cited primary
role was resource. Interestingly, the role of evaluator
was only the third most frequently selected primary
role of the supervisor (21%) and all of those who identified themselves on the survey as new supervisors
selected evaluator as their primary role (thereby
inflating this percentage). This suggests that experienced supervisors rarely consider evaluation as the
primary focus for their work which is highly consistent
with the type of language they use to describe how
their supervision influenced the professional development of their students.
Interestingly, supervisors described both their primary role as well as the primary role of the cooperating teacher as mentor. This raised questions as to the
need to clarify or differentiate roles for teacher candidates. Is there room for two mentors, or would the
role of supervisor be better seNed through a different
emphasis? More distinctly, supeNisors viewed the primary role of the seminar leader as resource. While
the roles indicated on the survey may not be completely exclusive, this does seem to raise questions
about how well understood, distinguished, and complementary these roles ore in contributing to a comprehensive community of professional development.
Students also indicated that they considered the
primary role of the supervisor as mentor (47%) but
almost as many (35%) selected evaluator as the
supervisor's primary role. While evaluation does not
seem to be a primary function of supervision from the
supervisor's point of view, it does seem to be from
the students' perspective.
The program literature clearly distinguishes
between the roles of the supervisor, cooperating
teacher, and seminar leader and supports a framework in which each of these three offers a separate
and important piece contributing to the student's
professional development. Knowing that the perspective of various stakeholders may differ from
assumptions outlined in workshops or handbooks
could be powerful information for use in orienting
new supervisors and teacher candidates, and perhaps developing alternative patterns of interaction.
Results Regarding the Process and Conduct
of Supervisors
Supervisors were asked to describe how their supervision contributes to the professiona l development of
candidates. In responding, supervisors used language suggesting strong emphasis on support,
encouragement, and facilitation. One respondent
summed up the views of many when she wrote:
"Prompting students to be more reflective about
their effectiveness, how their behavior affects student learning, the value of writing a good lesson plan
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cessfully negotiate the challenges of the student
teaching experience. This role appears well balanced with the perceived role of the cooperating
teacher and that of the seminar leader. It also
seems to separate supervision as mentoring from
supervision as evaluation at least from the supervisor's point of view.
Less certain is the level to which supervisors are
truly well integrated in the field experience setting
and whether a higher level of integration would
improve the quality of supervision and the student's
field experience. One student reported that the
supervisor was basically a stranger and there was
very little in these surveys that suggested a coherent,
complementary program of mentoring. Students said
little about ways in which supervisors worked with
cooperating teachers.
Questions for further consideration emerge :
Given the demands on their time, can supervisors
realistically be more fully integrated into the field
experience setting? How might that be achieved
and what benefits might accrue? With supervisors
seeing both themselves and the cooperating teachers as mentors, is there a duplication of roles which
might lead to inefficient use of resources, ambiguity,
or even tension within the experience?
Given the level of confidence, experience, and
ability of these supervisors, how can we better identify areas of need to provide more expert or
advanced professional development opportunities
for them. What is the next level of professional
growth for experienced or novice supervisors? Why
do new supervisors seem to emphasize the role of
evaluation and what does that say about th eir
(na'ive?) conceptions of supervision? And, how can
the program facilitate the kind of ongoing and
informed reflection on the part of supervisors that
would provide meaningful and substantive feedback necessary for continuous improvement?
In examining the efficacy and effectiveness of
supervision, a broad set of issues needs to be considered . Meeting current standards of best practices for
supervision sets a solid foundation for focusing on
more global concerns. For example, what does a
community of professional development focused on
the student really mean and how can the way
supervision operates in the setting examined bring it
about? How can the program facilitate a more
coherent, complementary community of student
teachers, cooperating teachers, supervisors, and
seminar leaders? Is the overall supervision program
part of a larger understanding of how supervision
impacts early teaching experiences in areas related
to diversity, students with special needs, or other
exceptionalities?
One way in which larger issues might be brought
into clear focus would be to collect and analyze a
data base through the lens of exemplary practices.
For example annual reports of supervision and field
experiences might be used to inform practice, long
range planning, and respond to areas of need .
Areas where data could be collected might include:

.. . and their readiness to step into their own classroom
(and) begin their career".

Generally speaking, from their perspective,
supervisors seek to assist the professional development of teachers by: prompting students to be more
reflective about the experience, coaching, cheerleading, advocating, gently suggesting, and encouraging. They mention that they help students develop goals and then provide the support and encouragement in reaching those goals in order to provide
the confidence in becoming the best teachers they
can be.
Apparently, teacher candidates agree with their
supervisors. The way students describe how their
supervisors contributed to their experience as a student teacher is consistent with the above and
emphasizes the supportive and encouraging role .
They perceive the cooperating teacher as one from
whom they learn practical tec hniques and through
whom they are allowed the freedom and opportunity to experiment, try and learn new things in new
ways . Typi cal comments from candidates about
their supervisors included:
"She was a good source of feedback, reassuring
me I was progressing in a timely fashion".
"Great suggestions, positive comments, support,
support, support"
"Were it not for my supervisor, my student teaching experience would have been a disaster".

When candidates were asked how seminar leaders contributed to their preparation to be a teacher
they were very pragmatic in their responses. Student
teachers saw the seminar leader as one who could
guide them through the processes that give mediation into the profession (reliable information, practical information related to jobs, etc.), provide a
framework for their preservice experience and serve
as a facilitator of reflection and problem solving.
Finally, responses indicated that communication
between supervisor and student happens frequently
(and sufficiently) throughout the experience (at least
once per week) but less frequently between the
supervisor and the cooperating teacher (reserved for
on site visits or if and when problems arise).

Preliminary Conclusions, Potential Implications,
and Further Questions
Results from this self study suggest that supervisory practices in the elementary education program
are, in many areas, well aligned with accepted
notions of best practices. The ways in which supervisors are identified, selected, and supported as well
as the depth of the experience and qualifications
they bring to the job reflect the recommendations of
recent reports. Further, the emphasis supervisors
place on the role of mentor provides the support,
confidence, and encouragement required to sue-
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Conclusion

Apparently, there is close alignment between
exemplary practices as outlined in recognized literature and cu rrent supervisory practices in the program
examined for this study. Further studies could engage
larger issues such as how creating a particular type
of data base might expand understanding of the
current state of supervision as it relates to diversity,
exceptionali ty, compensation, relationships with
schools, and other demographics . A task force on
supervision might explore ways in which the role of
the supervisor can be enhanced and these practitioners could bring their talents to bear in yet
untapped ways. Finally, further studies could look at
ways to further develop the resources and support
which cou ld make the work of supervisors more productive, especially in difficult situations.
Like all interesting studies, a journey which begins
with questions may lead to good information and
helpful revelation, but most assuredly will lead to
more questions for further investigation . This journey
was no exception.
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are faced with realities of their teaching - what they
did well and what they needed to improve. It is a
cha llenge for student teachers to be reflective
because of dealing with the reality of the classroom
as a novice. Wasserman (1999) describes the reality
of the classroom - "The drama of classroom life is a
multilayered, multifaceted fabric of experiences
that, to the untrained outsider, must seem like a crazy
quilt. So many things happening all at the same
moment, so many voices, so many actions, so many
interactions ... Classroom problems elevate teachers '
anxieties. Having to decide what to do, choosing
from many possible courses of action, is a high-risk
endeavor full of potential hazards. " (p. 466) .
Wideen, Mayer-Smith and Moor (1998) state, "The
practical pressure of the student teaching experience appears to limit the ability and inclination of
preservice teachers to do anything other than just
survive" (p. 156).
A review of beginning teachers' concerns, may
indicate the needs of preservice teachers in the transition to becoming experienced teachers. Beginning
teachers have several areas of concerns as they
reflect on their first years of teaching. At the top of
the list of concerns are discipline, time management,
parent involvement, and diverse needs of students
(Meister & Jenks, 2000; Britt, 1997). Beginning teachers have more difficulty with control and such issues
as survival which Veen man (1984) calls "real ity
shock." The full responsibility of teaching is experienced in the first year of teaching.
As noted in the literature, one of the most problematic practical issues in student teaching is classroom management. Student teachers must learn to
handle a classroom full of energetic students while
communicating their knowledge of content, thinking
about what they are saying, what they should say
next, and how the students are reacting . What goes
on in the minds of the student teachers is very important for teacher educators to be aware of in order to
assist the student teacher in becoming a reflective
teacher. Classroom management studies indicate
that successful classroom managers must monitor
students to maintain classroom activities (Doyle,
1990). Teachers must be aware of what is going on
in a classroom and be able to attend to two or more
events at the same time; what Kounin (1970) calls
"overlapping" . What becomes problematic, then, is
that preservice teachers are dealing with content,
materials, routines, processes, and individual and
groups of students, while at the same time learning
to monitor students.
In order to assist preservice teachers and encour-

Abstract
Improving Student Teachers' Reflection
and Personal Practical Knowledge

The focus of this research project was to identify
how the use of videotaping can assist reflection in
student teachers particularly in regard to classroom
management. Six student teachers were videotaped and interviewed in order to determine how
student teachers develop their thinking and reflection throughout student teaching and how videotaping can assist this process.
General categories that arose in the interview
process included: uncertainty, teaching unique students, more awareness, doing what the cooperating
teacher does, changing what the cooperating
teacher does, growth accomplished, changes needed, and awareness of chi ldren. Classroom management categories that arose included : distractions,
changes needed, growth accomplished, gaining
attention, preparation and organization, time management, individual students, and working with students' interests.
The videotaping and discussion process assisted
student teachers in gaining independence, gaining
the personal practical knowledge of teaching, and
enhancing their reflection .
Introduction

Reflective teaching is an important goal of
teacher education programs as they prepare teachers in the 21st Century. Being reflective assists preservice teachers in making decisions and learning to
think on their feet . One means of assisting student
teachers in the reflective process is to use videotaping. Through viewing videotapes, student teachers
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age their growth and reflection, it is imperative that
researchers focus on the personal understandings
teachers have of the practical circumstances in
which they work. The knowledge student teachers
acquire of the personal pract ica l kind can help
teachers focus on the practical circumstances under
which they work (Carter, 1990). The personal meaning that teachers bring to the c lassroom must be one
that is not lost in the research process. Analyzing
teachers ' thoughts and knowledge must take place
in the context of the culture of the particular school,
school system, and society in wh ich the teacher lives
and works. Teachers' knowledge is primarily 'highcontext' which means that their communication is
based on the physical context (e.g. the school) or
w ithin the person . Researchers' knowledge is ' lowcontext' meaning that their form of communication
is based on information conveyed primarily through
an explicit language code (Elbaz, 1991 ). As a
researcher one has to carefully analyze the theory
within the practical context of the situation . Given
this premise, this researcher attempted to portray the
personal practical knowledge of the preservice
teacher without losing the context of the situation.

be found in the appendix. During the interview
process the student teachers were asked to view the
videotape and stop it each time they identified a
classroom management situation that they handled
well or that they should have done differently. The
supervisor and student then discussed the videotape
segment. Four of the student teachers were videotaped and interviewed three times (Ann, Cathy,
Jane and Lucy). Two student teachers were videotaped and interviewed two times due to time constraints (Laura and Jennifer). The names were
changed for anonymity.
The researcher audio taped the interview, transcribed the notes and analyzed the data using qualitative analysis . The transcripts were analyzed
according to categories related to each question
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
Results

Research results indicated that several categories of teacher awareness and classroom management emerged . The categories will be analyzed
according to the sequence of interviews that took
place between researcher (university supervisor) and
the individual student teachers.

Research Objectives

The focus of this research project was to identify
how the use of videotaping can assist reflection in
student teachers. The researcher wanted to identify
how student teachers developed their thinking and
reflecti on throughout the student teaching experience. Some guiding questions were: What do student teachers attend to in evaluating themselves on
videotape? How do student teachers evaluate their
classroom management techniques? Does videotaping assist the student teachers in improving their
classroom management skills or awareness of situation? (See Appendix l for specific questions).

First interview

Figure l shows the categories that emerged in
the first interview. During the first interview of the student teachers, comments included idiosyncrasies
such as" ... I just sound so different. The way I talked."
"I should have stressed my voice more." "My tone of
voice ... talking at a constant tone." "I moved my
hands a lot." Other comments focused on uncertainty. "I don't know .. .l'm unsure ... Still haven't figured that out .. ." This comment was regarding uncertainty of how to handle a student cheating. Another
category was trying to do what the cooperating
t eacher wants. "She really wants the pages finished." Students noticed items on the videotape that
they hadn ' t noticed when teaching. Ann said,
" ... watching the videotape, I can see what things
work and I can see how the students react ... " Laura
said, " I think just viewing a videotape, you see
more ... of what the students do than what you do
when you 're in the classroom." Cathy said, " .. .I saw
a ll the things I didn't catch when I was teaching, so
this tape really helped a lot. I saw the students do a
few things that I' m wondering if I should have
caught..." Jennifer said, "Kids were doing a lot more
than what I thought."

Method

Six student teachers were selected for this project. Five of the student teachers were in elementary
education, and one student teacher was in all-grade
art education. All subjects were female; three were
enrolled in a public midwestern university teacher
education program, and three were enrolled in a private midwestern university teacher education program. One student teacher was in the same classroom for 16 weeks, three student teachers were in an
elementary classroom for l O weeks and a kindergarten classroom for 6 weeks, one student teacher
was in an elementary classroom for l O weeks and in
a separate elementary classroom for 7 weeks, and
the art student teacher was in an elementary school
for l O weeks.
The university supervisor videotaped the student
teachers and asked the student teachers to view the
tape on their own. Then the supervisor interviewed
the student teachers on an individual basis in order to
identify the thought process of the student teachers
and to discuss how the videotaping assisted reflection. Questions were mainly open-ended and may

Figure 1 Ca tegorie s for intervie w 1
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Under classroom management categories, comments included categories about distractions, getting attention, individual students, specific techniques, and working with students' interests. Distractions could include interruptions, students talking, or
something as simple as playing with fingernails. Jennifer said, " .. .it's as easy as playing with your hair or
picking at your fingernails. I mean that can be a
huge distraction to these kids.,, Most of the student
teachers talked about getting students' attention.
Many asked students questions in order to involve
the students. Lucy said, " ... I involved him by having
him come up and pick the word that he thought
should be first.. .he felt important because he got to
help the teacher ... ". Individual students created
disruptions and concerns for the student teachers.
One boy had to eat lunch in a separate room
because he was a major disruption in the lunchroom.
In a separate situation, a boy fought with others and
constantly disrupted the teacher and other students.
Several student teachers planned lessons around students' needs and interests. Jennifer said, " ... I know
with this class I have to really keep on top of what
they enjoy to do because if it's something that they
don't enjoy to do, that's going to cause discipline
problems." Jane said, " This class likes to be
active ...so I kind of planned for things that I know
they like to do." Techniques included using chance
cards and PAT time (Preferred Activity Time) already
set up by the teacher.

in the second interview. Laura said she should have
stopped and told one student to quit yelling out
answers and for other students to raise their hands.
She also said that writing ideas on the board
dragged on too long. Lucy said, " .. it's important to
take time to talk to the students ... I know there were a
couple students that I asked just to start their work
because there were so many that want to talk ... so I
guess as a teacher I want to try to make time to talk
to each one of my students every day. So that's
something I learned, I guess, from the tape."
Figure 2 Categories for interview 2
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Classroom management categories dealt with
growth accomplished, preparation and organization, gaining attention, distractions, and working with
students' interests. Cathy said, " ... I can tell a big difference in raising their hands. I can tell a big difference in them getting out of their seats ... I'm glad that
they finally, finally got it in their head.(sic) Raise your
hand." Laura said, "Well, I think that discipline is getting a little bit better, you know." She discussed how
the seats were arranged differently in order to help
students talk less. Jane mentioned, " .. .I noticed a lot
about enthusiasm . About how important it is to be
enthusiastic in your lessons. " She felt her enthusiasm
added to the students' interest.
Preparation and organization contributed to a
smooth lesson according to several student teachers.
Jane talked about how she had planned ahead for
the lesson by putting out paper towels before using
shaving cream on their desks to write spelling words.
Jennifer talked about how she had thought ahead
about the room set up and where the groups would
be in the classroom . Laura talked about how she
had changed the desks in the room to create less
student talk.
Ann spoke of getting attention by explaining
what students were going to do so they wouldn't be
surprised and " ... I wrote on the board too, and,
sometimes when I write things on the board they
come in ... th ey'll be real quiet 'ca use everyone is
concentrating on the board." Ann also said, "I think
helpers help classroom management too, when you
let someone (help). They all want a chance to
help ... " Lucy said, "_wasn't really paying attention
so I asked him a question that I knew he wouldn't
know the answer to, and I then told him that if he
would have been listening he probably would have
known the answer and I don 't, I can't decide what I
think about that technique because I don't like to

Second interview

For the second interview, there was less of a
focus on idiosyncrasies and a few new categories
appeared: growth accomplished, changing what
the cooperating teacher does, changes needed,
and rapport with students. See figure 2.
All of the student teachers noticed growth in this
second videotaping. Cathy said, " ... I'm becoming
more easy with the kids ... with teaching, with being
organized .. . " Cathy spoke a great deal about a
unique student; a boy who was taken off Ritalin .
Both Cathy and Ann noticed students who are special and commented on their behavior and accomplishments. Jane said, "Every day I teach I just learn
more of the flow and get a better idea of what the
students are going to say.,,
Again the category of doing things differently
than the cooperating teacher emerged in two of the
students' comments. Cathy said that her expectations were different than the cooperating teacher 's.
She also said she started doing what the cooperating teacher did then changed it. She referred to
having the students read aloud and follow with their
fingers . Ann used a classroom management chart
differently than her cooperating teacher. At first the
students were upset that Ann changed the use of
th e chart compared to the regular classroom
teacher, but they got used to the change. Joy and
Jennifer had tried to use methods used by their
teacher, but felt the methods didn't work for them .
"Changes needed" was a category also evident
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make the students feel dumb ... but at the same time,
I want them to know they should be listening ."
Cathy mentioned a table that distracted students. " ... they have to touch the table, they have to
get under the table, they have to get on top of the
table ... It gets in the way a lot. Lots of distractions for
the kids." Lucy talked about several interruptions
with children and adults coming in and out of the
room . This disrupted the children and the student
teacher as well. Jennifer asked students to shake
their heads if they agreed.
Several student teachers mentioned that planning lessons around students' interests helped keep
children involved. Jane said, " I think the whole
quiet/active idea really worked well ... they were out
of their seats and .. .using movement and then they
sat down and ... they were supposed to be quiet."
Jennifer had a similar comment, "I always think that
using activities is a good way to keep children
engaged and focused and make learning fun ... If
you have activities, it's a fun place to be and they
like to be at school .. .So I always keep that in my
mind when I'm doing things."

Finding Nemo that just kind of relates to them. " Ann
noticed that a particular student appeared older
than the others and said that " ... he can improve, but
he is one of those that probably can't sit still."
In relation to classroom management, Cathy
said that she has learned to talk softly. Students will
listen and pay attention. She wasn't sure how or why
she started it. She also noticed growth in students
raising hands. Ann talked to the students about wet
tables and to keep their hands off until they were
dry. She said it was better to point this out than to
ignore it. She used peer pressure to see which table
was ready first. Other specific techniques she used
were - stopping to get attention or to keep talking
depending on the students . They read words
together to keep students' attention. Also she put a
boy up front and took away his materials because
he distracted others . Lucy used a bell that her
teacher used in the classroom that worked well for
Lucy, too. Time management was mentioned as an
issue with several student teachers. Lucy mentioned
that she needed to work on decreasing dead time
and could do this by being more organized and prepared. Lucy discussed how several individual students didn 't want to work. They would sit and not do
anything for long periods of time. Jane discussed a
particular student who was hitting other children.
This surprised her because he was usually a calm
boy. She talked to his parent in order to get assistance.

Third interview
Due to time constraints, only four of the student
teachers were interviewed a third time - Cathy, Ann,
Jane and Lucy. For the third interview some of the
· same categories appeared: growth accomplished,
and uncertainty; but a new category emerged awareness of children . For classroom management,
the categories were growth accomplished, time
management, specific techniques, and individual
students.

Discussion
To summarize, categories that arose in the interview process included: idiosyncrasies, items the student teacher didn't notice during teaching that
were revealed in the tape, uncertainty, growth
accomplished, changes needed, doing what the
cooperating teacher does or doing things differently
than the cooperating teacher, needing more awareness, and awareness of children . Classroom management categories included: distractions, changes
needed, growth accomplished, gaining attention,
individual students, working with students' interests,
preparation and organization, time management,
and specific techniques.
As the student teachers progressed in their experiences, the comments students made changed
from a focus on personal idiosyncrasies and accomplishing the cooperating teachers' goals toward
comments regarding the growth of the student
teacher and focusing on what works for the particular classroom of students. All of the student teachers
believed they had achieved growth in teaching and
managing the classroom. Most of them also indicated that there were still methods and strategies they
were unsure of. All of the student teachers said that
the videotaping assisted them in identifying classroom management situations that they had not
been aware of at the time of teaching . For example, Laura said, "I should've said we need to be raising our hands to give the answers 'cause I have to
enforce that a lot and I didn't that time and I
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Cathy said that she has developed more
patience and doesn't raise her voice. Ann said that
she has a real struggle because the students need to
finish, but were not ready. She also demonstrated
uncertainty: "I'm not sure what's going to work for
me." Cathy also still showed uncertainty about
method - "Should we go to carpet, stay at seats?
I'm always thinking about this." Many student teachers demonstrated that they are aware of children
and their development. Cathy said , " ... for the
kindergarteners, not to let them sit for so long. " Jane
said, "I knew that kindergarteners in general like to
do hands on things and so I like to do things like that
with them and they love when I bring things from
home ... So I thought of that and just kids' things like
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Appendix 1

should've. I don't think I noticed it until I watched
the tape." Cathy said, " .. .I saw all the things I didn't
catch when I was teaching , so this tape really
helped a lot. " According to the student teachers,
videotaping helped them to apply classroom management strategies throughout their experience.

Interview Questions
Prior to viewing the videotape:

What did you learn about yourself as a teacher
when you first viewed this tape?
What did you learn when subsequently viewing
this tape?

Conclusions

The implications for teacher education are that
videotaping and the inteNiew process can assist student teachers in gaining independence, gaining the
personal practical knowledge of teaching, and
enhancing their reflection. Teacher educators
preparing student teachers in the 21st century need
to use the most effective methods to lead the way
for future teachers. Videotaping and discussing the
videotape can assist student teachers in gaining
practical knowledge and reflecting on their experiences.

Were your objectives met for this lesson? What
were the indications that you met/didn 't meet
your objectives?
How would you rate this lesson: superior, good,
fair, poor? Tell me more about that.
Think back to when you were preparing to teach
this lesson . What were you aware of at that
time?
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As we view this tape, I want you to stop the tape
when you see a classroom management situation such as passing out papers, keeping stu dents on task, losing students' attention, or gaining students' attention .
Tell me what you were aware of at that time.
After viewing the videotape:

If you were to reteach this lesson, is there anything you would change? Tell me more about
that.
Think back on classroom management situations
you have encountered this semester. Tell me
about them.
Is there any relationship to viewing this videotape
and your understanding of those past situations?
Is there anything you learned from viewing this
tape that you can use in future teaching?
What metaphor would you use for yourself in this
tape?
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John Dewey Revisited:
Integrating the Individual and
Social Dimensions of Education
Francis A . Samuel
Introduction

In our soc iety today, greedy inside-traders and
CEO's are milking millions from the trusting public.
Wall Street and Hollywood are promoting selfaggrandizing , self-promoting billionaires . I~ our
schools teachers are complaining that our children
are not receiving enough value nurturing at home.
Lately, our schools have become killing fields f~r
some gun-totting, self-absorbed teenager~. In this
post-nine-eleven world, it would be ap~ropnate_and
timely to revisit John Dewey, the preeminent philosopher-educ ato r, who had stressed tirelessly t_he ir:17portance of integrating the individual and social dimensio ns of education .
On the ensuing pages, therefore, this article
focuses first on Dewey's philosophy of the dialectics
of the individual and society; secondly, it explores
how this philosophy is applied to his educationC?I
vision; and finally, it addresses the relevance of his
vision for contemporary educational enterprise.
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Abstract

An individual who has no reference to the society diminishes and, in the process, jeopardizes the
ecology of social life. In this post-nine-ele~E:n w<::>rld
an educational vision based on rugged 1ndiv1duallsm
and narcissistic culture c an only bring about chaos,
moral degradation, and social disintegration . We
need, therefore, an educational philosophy based
on social individual and democratic ideal. John
Dewey envisioned such a philosophy by integ_rating
the individual and social dimensions of education. It
is, therefore, appropriate and timely to revisit John
Dewey.
Education , for Dewey, was growth-continual
renewal and readaptation to the environment. The
pedagogic enterprise was a continuum in which the
student, teacher, methodology, and curriculum were
interconnected . The child did not learn in isolation,
but by interacting with other students, teachers, and
community in a democratic way.
Dewey ' s concepts of social individual and
democratic ideal are very relevant today, especially
when rugged individualism and business culture are
rampant everywhere. Students must realize that
they cannot be their best selves without community.
Schools should create an atmosphere of sociality,
concern for the community, and democracy. An
integration of the individual and social dimensions of
education, t herefore, needs to be diligently balanced both in pedagogy and curriculum. As the
world is becoming more and more democratic and
interdependant, Dewey's vision of education is more
signific ant tod a y.

Dialectics of the Individual and Society

This section e xamines Dewey's philosophy of
social individual and his democratic ideal. In fact, his
democ ratic ideal emanates from his concept of the
social individual. Dewey believed that these concepts wou ld be a solution to the seemingl! ~n~less
c onflic ts triggered by the dichotomy of the 1ndiv1dual
and society.
Social Individual. In the traditional philosophy
the individual was lost in the structure of the soc iety
and the hierarchy of authority . The individual was
considered in opposition to society and authority .
Dewey, however, did not view the individual and
society in opposition, but saw them as complementary . They are interactive, organic, and .m~t.u ally
dependent. The relationship between the 1ndlv1~ual
and society, noted Dewey, fell into three alternatives:
First, society must exist for the individual; second, individuals must exist for society; third, both exist for each
other (Dewey, 1957, p. 187).
Among these three alternatives, the third, the
organic concept, avoids both extremes. _
It av?i~s
the pitfalls of the Platonic concept of an 1deallst1c
society where individuals sacrifice their identity for
the sake of social conformity, and the other extreme,
where society exists for the sake of individuals, as
Bentham wou ld proclaim it in his utilitarian philosophy
(p. 188).

.

.

Since society is kn it together like an organic
being with individuals interacting, both "individuals
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and founded on moral principles. Democracy represents a social and moral ideal. "Democracy is a form
of government on ly because it is a form of moral
and spiritual association" (p. 237).
This moral ideal of unity of purpose and harmony
are not imposed on the individual from outside. It
comes from within each individual. "There is an individualism in democracy which there is not in aristocracy ... it is an individualism of freedom, of responsibility, of initiative to and for th e ethical ideal, not an
individualism of lawlessness" (pp. 243-244) . In
democracy, one has the possibility of becoming a
"king or priest" (p. 243). A democratic society helps
the individual to develop her or his full potential.
Democracy should not be taken in a narrow
sense. Dewey remarked : "It cannot be conceived
as a sectarian or racial thing, nor as a consecration
of some form of government which has a lready
attained constitutional sanction" (Dewey, 1957, p .
206). It is a way of life. It touches every aspect of
human life: family, community, industry, government, school, and church.
In Democracy and Education, Dewey (1966)
stated that "a democracy is more than a form of
government; it is primarily a mode of associated living: of conjoint communicated experience" (p. 87).
He also noted: "Regarded as an idea, democracy is
not an alternative to other principles of associated
life. It is the idea of community life itself" (Dewey,
1927, p, 148).

and the associated relations that held them together
must be of equal importance" (p. 188). Without
strong and fulfilled individuals society has nothing to
build upon; and without associated living the individuals will wither and die. Church, state, family, and
other institutions are necessary for individuals to grow
and actualize their full potential. "Without their aid
and support human life is, as Hobbes said, brutish,
solitary and nasty" (p . 188).
In his book Individualism Old and New, Dewey
(1962a) showed how amidst the rapid g rowth of
modern industrialization, the "novel combination of
machine and money" and "quantification, mechanization and standardization," the individual was lost
and depersonalized (pp . 18, 24) . Against this submerged and disenfranchised individual, Dewey
stressed the importance of growth of the individual
within community-the dialectics of maximum individuality within maximum community.
The new individual is a social individual. Dewey
remarked: "Society is a society of individuals and the
individual is always a social individual. He has no existence by himself. He lives in, for and by the society,
just as society has no existence excepting in and
through the individuals who constitute it" (Dewey,
1897, p, 55).
The social individual is interacting and integrated, with a deep sense of social awareness. Dewey,
however, did not want to go to the other extreme of
depersonalized socialism. He was, thus, confronted
with the problem of what kind of society would nurture the quality of life for the individual. The concept
of community was his solution.
But the modern urban society transformed the
traditional community life. The individuals felt that
they were no longer a community. The "great society" created by modern industry and commerce
may be a society, but it is not a community (Dewey,
1927, p. 98). This great society, based on a new
economic order, ruptured the spirit of commun ity,
depersonalized the individual, and disrupted meaningful communication and participation . For Dewey,
the solution to this deplorable social condition was a
community-minded individual, a social individual,
leading a democratic way of life (Morros, 1978, pp .
108-109).
Democratic Ideal. Democracy, Dewey believed,
well expressed the individual and social dimensions
of the community and its moral foundation. In his article, The Ethics of Democracy, Dewey began his
argument with the theory of social organism. This
theory refuted the idea that human beings were an
aggregate bound by social contract. They were not,
Dewey remarked, isolated social atoms but intrinsically and morally related to each other. Democracy, he noted, was such an organic relationship. An
organism was unified by a common will, and was
founded on a moral order (Dewey, 1888, p . 239).
In a democratic community there are not two
classes of citizens: the inferior and the superior, or the
governed and the governors. They are two aspects
of the same organism, unified by an articulate will

Vision of Education

According to Dewey, there is an intimate relationship between philosophy and education. Education, in fact, is the focal point of Dewey's philosophy. Edu cation, for Dewey, was a laboratory in
which philosophical ideas were tested and verified.
As a result reconstruction in philosophy meant reconstruction in education . This section, therefore, examines Dewey's concepts of education, pedagogy,
and curriculum.
Concept of education. Dewey believed one of
the ways to bring about the optimum growth of the
individual within optimum commun ity was through
education . For Dewey, education was growth
(Dewey, 1966, p. 87). Growth involves plasticity and
need for others. It involves interdependence and
mutuality. It is a continuous progress and learning to
learn (p. 87).
Education is continual renewal and re-adaptation to the environment. In My Pedagogic Creed,
Dewey (l 898) stated "that education must be conceived as continuing reconstruction of experience"
(p. 91 ). It is incorrect to consider growth as mere selffulfillment in a narrow sense of the term. It is also
social. When education fails to achieve social
growth among its members, it ceases to be a wholesome education.
Democracy in education was one of Dewey's
favorite them es. The democratic ideal rests upon
the moral principles of th e individual's right and
social obligation. It is based on equal rights of all.
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Democracy tries to accommodate the individual as
well as social growth. It protects the rights of the
minority as well as the majority. In education, it
means equal opportunity for all to achieve their maximum growth (Hook, 1939, p . 144).
Pedagogy. Central to Dewey's philosophy of
education and pedagogy was his unique concept
of experience. According to Dewey, education and
pedagogic practice must be a continuous process
of rearrangement and reconstruction of experience.
This is possible through the interaction of the individual with community and one's environment.
Dewey applied his fundamental theory of organism and environment in child education . The child
has impulses and instincts to know. These produce
conflicts; from which the child learns to adapt and
change itself and its environment. This involves initiative, inventiveness, and active participation. In education, therefore, the student is not a passive recipient of some ready-made information, but actively
involved in the process, as well as in the product of
learning. This gives the child satisfaction and fulfillment (Brosio, 1972, pp . 37, 102).
A child's mind is dynamic and growth-oriented;
emotion and endeavor are not incidental but essential; and an individual mind is not isolated but social.
Th ese psychological principles are foundations of
Dewey's pedagogy . In My Pedagogic Creed,
Dewey (l 898) connected the psychological and the
socio logica l aspects of education . He noted: "I
believe that the educational process has two sides-one psychological and one sociological; and that
neither can be subordinated to the other or neglected without evil results following" (p. 85).
Some would argue that a pedagogy based solely on a chi ld's impulses and interests could lead to a
chaotic situation. Dewey, therefore, stressed the
importance and role of the teacher in this context.
According to him, it was the role of the tea cher to
guide the instincts and impulses to a desired and
meaningful result (Brosio, 1972, p. 49).
School, for Dewey, was a form of community living and, therefore, a teacher's place in the school
had to be interpreted from this perspective (Dewey,
1898, p. 88). In the traditional school, the teacher
was like a dictator or a patriarch. Everything came
from the top; a student was tabula rasa, an empty
receptacle, to be filled. There was very little interaction . On the other hand, if the school is considered
to be a democratic community, interaction, communication, and cooperation are imperative.
The old concept was that the teacher was the
instructor and the student, the learner. According to
Dewey, however, "the teacher is a learner, and the
learner is, without knowing it, a teacher--and upon
the whole, the less consciousness there is, on either
side, of either giving or receiving, the better" (Dewey,
1966, p. 160).
The method of pedagogy, Dewey observed,
should be based on the child 's psychology . He
noted that the child's natural instincts and interest
should be used in education. Dewey noted that the

problem with the old method and rote learning was
that the reward in learning lay outside the learning
process itself. The child , therefore , had to be
coerced, and the teacher would have to induce the
child with rewards extraneous to learning. On the
other hand , if the child was interested in what it
learned and rewarded itself by personal growth, the
pedagogic process became very enjoyable (Dewey,
1898, p, 88).
"An ounce of experience is better than a ton of
theory," Dewey (1966) declared, "simply because it is
only in experience that any theory has vital and verifiable significance" (p. 137). Dewey, therefore, used
the occupational method in his school. Cooking,
sewing, gardening and carpentry were some of the
examples (Dewey, 1956b, pp. l 32-133). Dewey
viewed the occupational method as the best way to
integrate individual and social needs. He saw occupation in relation to the fundamental need for food,
c lothing shelter, and so on (Dewey, 1897, p. 26). The
social life in the community and the school, thus,
were integrated.
Curriculum. Instead of viewing education as a
"continuing reconstruction of experience," traditional
minds had a tendency to look at it in dualistic terms
(Dewey, 1898, p . 91). For example, Dewey observed,
"we get the case of the child vs. the curriculum; of
the individual nature vs. socia l culture. Below all
other divisions in pedagogic opinion lies this opposition" (Dewey, 1956a, p . 5).
A child's world, however, is not dualistic or contradictory; it is dialectic, connected, and coherent; it is
very personal and limited. Dewey, therefore, viewed
the child and the curriculum in a transactional framework, not divided and static. For Dewey, commented Dupius and Nordberg, curriculum was not something separate from life, as in the traditional education, but life itself (Dupius & Nordberg, 1964, pp. 150151 ).
According to Dewey, introducing the child too
abruptly to special studies such as reading, writing,
geography and so on was doing v iolence to the
chi ld's nature and its experience in soc ial life. He
noted: "the true center of correlation of the school
subjects is not science, nor literature nor history, nor
geography, but the ch ild's own social activities"
(Dewey, 1898, p . 89). He cited the expressive and
constructive activities that brought civilization into
being, such as gardening, building, cooking, sewing,
and other sorts of work; through the medium of these
activities, the child could easily be introduced to
more formal subjects (p. 90).
The curriculum of Dewey's Laboratory School was
designed around the chi ld. Th e child's experien ce
was the starting point from where an overflowing
stream continually enlarged its circle of knowledge.
As the child grew, it became aware of social relations and responsibilities; it became a responsible
partner and player in the social world (Brosio, 1972, p.
49).
In this context, it is relevant to look at the vocational education which Dewey recommended for its
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from society.
The central task of education is to develop ration a I human beings who value both se lf and all
humankind, who do not sin against themselves and
their kind (Goodlad, 1966, pp. 3-4). A rational human
being is well informed and critical, makes his or her
own decision, and has the quality of self--transcendence. Modern educational enterprise, therefore,
must help the students to become their best selves in
society.
The importance of the individual difference,
therefore, has to be underscored. Each child is
unique because of her or his physical, emotional,
and mental makeup and the environment in which
the chi ld is brought up. The socialization process in
school, on the other hand, has a tendency to discourage traits of spontaneity, originality, and creativity and to accentuate conformity (p. 5). Instead of
conforming all children to one rigid system, they
should be allowed to learn according to their talents
and psychological readiness . This implies that children may work at different levels of subject matter
according to their talent and need.
The state and national standards and standardized tests, in this context, are not helping children in
realizing their full potential. They also discourage
educators to exercise their academic freedom and
professional judgement. According to Meier (2002),
what we need is standards not standardization
(p.198).
A child should have the freedom to be his or her
best self. At the same time, this is not a license to do
whatever he or she pleases. In this decade of Egonomics and Me-ness, the atmosphere in the school
should be that of cooperation, social consciousness,
and covenant concern for one another.
Unfortunately, recent reports show that schools
are no safer than the streets. They too have become
places of abuse, violence, and murder (New York
Times, 1998). When children live in a dog-eat-dog
world that rewards rugged individualism and a ruthless business culture, the social concern is gone with
the wind. School violence is becoming more and
more a part of school life. In this situation, schools
should help the students realize that individuals are
dependent on communities for their survival and the
communities are dependent on the individuals for
their survival and, thus, help create a caring, sharing,
democratic community (Thayer-Bacon, 1996, p. 300) .
Children, by nature, are active and social. The
methods used in educating children, therefore, must
have the social dimension of interacting, cooperating, and communicating. The methods, such as
cooperative learning, play-way, peer coaching, project method, field trips, multicultural projects conflict
resolution, debate, and the like would help the children to learn and interact with others better. These
methods also cultivate fellow-feeling and concern
for others.
In a racially and religiously mixed community,
adults must encourage and initiate integration and
respect for others, especially in this post-nine-eleven

integration of experiential and reflective, individual
and social dimensions. In the narrow sense of the
term--training of the individual for industria l occupation--vocational education is self-defeating. The division of curriculum into liberal education "and another
which deals with those who are to go into manual
labor means a plan of social predestination totally
foreign to the spirit of democracy" (Dewey, 1962b, p.
227).
In Democracy and Education, Dewey (1966)
expressed concern for not only any undemocratic
categorization of students but also for the educational issues at heart (p. 119). Dewey's position was that
no skill should be taught as skill without regard to the
quality of thinking and reflection . If the skill was not
formed in conjunction with reflective thinking, the skill
was mechanical.
Dewey's interest in the practical and vocational
did not lead him to neglect the esthetic and moral
dimensions of education, for they, too, enhanced
individual and social growth. Accord ing to Dewey
(1966), one of the objectives of education was the
esthetic sensibility and capacity to appreciate artistic
excellence. Dewey was supportive of literature and
the fine arts in curricu lum, for they intensified and
enhanced the appreciation of reality (pp. 244, 237238).
Relevance
This section first examines the relevance of
Dewey's concept of social individual; it also explores
the relevance of democratic concept in pedagogy,
curriculum, school and community.
Social Individual and Education. Is education for
individual fulfillment, or for social growth, or for both?
It is a perennial dilemma that continues to haunt
modern philosophers and educators. In the educational realm, Mortimer Adler (1984), Lawrence Blum
(1999), Earnest Boyer (1983), John Goodlad (1997),
Alan Philips (2002), and Thomas Sergiovani (1994) to
mention a few scholars, have emphasized the importance of both the individual and social dimensions of
education.
Dewey addressed the issue of the integration of
the individual and society and contributed to the
dialogue in his own way as discussed above . His
vision was influential in his time and continues to be
influential and relevant today.
One of the implications of the concept of social
individual for education is to avoid the tendency to
swing from one extreme to another, that is, from
rugged individualism to extreme socialism. There
should be, instead, a continuous integration of both
the individual and the social. It is a task that needs
constant attention and reconstruction (Giroux, 1988).
In pedagogy, the individual and the social
dimensions have implications for the student,
teacher, and methodology. Students should be
aware of their importance as individuals and, at the
same time, be conscious of their social responsibility
towards the community. They must know that they
can never be their best selves when disengaged
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points of view.
It is the duty of the teacher as well as the administrator to create a democratic atmosphere in the
school and the classroom. Students should be
a llowed as well as encouraged to participate in the
management of the school; it is one of the best ways
to educate them about the responsibilities of a
democratic way of life. Student government is a
very good method of learning more about responsibility, corporateness, and democracy. One wonders, however, how much of responsibility and power
is rendered to student government in our schools
today.
In the classroom, discipline should be maintained
but not dictated . A teacher should not expect the
child to blindly obey, but should rather enlighten the
child to make the right decision by using his or her
free will and reason . It is not the outer discipline but
the inner-discipline that matters in democracy .
When some disciplinary issues arise, for example
teachers and administrators should encourage students and the student government to address the
issue and to find solutions in a democratic way.
Curriculum in a democratic school is not readymade and handed down from the authority above;
it is a cooperative effort from all sides . In other
words, in the content area, for example, the teachers, administrators, scholars, students, parents, and
community will have a voice .
With the new standards and tests hanging over
their heads, however, teachers are pressured to
teach to the test. If something is not likely to be on
the test, observes Meier (2002), they may not teach .
In such situation, subjects related to children's interests or contemporary or spontaneous events, such as
a hurricane that just swept through town, the release
of a great movie on World War II, or the attack on
the World Trade Center, are generally ignored (pp.
195-196).
An ethic of care and concern for others is imperative as our schools are threatened by violence . Students must understand their responsibility to the community is as important as the community's responsibility towards them . Barbara Thayer-Bacon (l 996)
Observed: "Realizing this is the first step toward working to help build healthy democratic communities in
our classrooms: communities full of loving, caring,
reasonable people who help each other and teach
and learn from each other" (pp. 294-295) .
Multiculturalism is an issue of contention (Putnam
& Putnam, 1993) . Barbara Ehrenreich (l 991)
observed that the education of this country suffered
from monoculturalism. Multiculturalism tries to remedy this unfortunate weakness of the old curriculum
and balance it with a richer perspective . It should
endorse a multiple perspective of reality. Multiculturalism, however, should not, go to the other extreme
of a myopic vision of ethnocentrism. A balanced
perspective is very imperative; it will help the child to
understand and appreciate the real world . The real
world is not monolithic; it is multiracial, multicultural,
multireligious, and multinational. Diversity is more

world. With the problem of ethnic violence, religious
intolerance, and social discrimination, interaction
and integration must be encouraged . The role of
teachers and administrators, in this respect, is paramount; their positive vision and proactive leadership
is imperative.
Democracy and Education. In the modern
world, democracy has taken deeper roots. The
emerging civilization, according to Toffler (l 980), has
been "more democratic than any we have ever
known" (p. 3). Fukuyama (l 992) argued that democracy "had emerged throughout the world over the
past few years, as it conquered ideologies like hereditary monarchy, fascism, and most recently communism" (p. xi).
Who would ever imagine, a few years ago, that
the democratic ideal would bring about a velvet revolution in Eastern Europe, bringing down the Iron Curtain, and, finally, the dissolution of the Soviet Union?
It was realized because of education and also by the
influence of the democratic ideal. "Freedom House
reports that the number of freely elected governments in the world has continued to climb, reaching
12 l of the world's 192 independent countries this
year" (Muravchik, 2002, p. A 12). As people become
enlightened, the velvet revolution continues its relentless march through nations and brings down despots
and dictators, giving back to people their rights and
dignity.
In this connection, Dewey's concept of democracy and education is very relevant for the United
States and the world today . According to Berger
(l 969), democracy was the soul of Dewey's philosophy; it also accentuated his educational vision .
Democracy in education is a continuous process.
It is also an ideal. There would, therefore, always be
room for improvement. The United States, although a
democratic country and democratic in its educational enterprise, still has to work on the democratic
ideal placed before it by Dewey; and it has to continuously challenge itself to attain that ideal (p. 190).
The caste mentality is undemocratic. It is present
in the United States. It has taken subtle forms: color,
ethnicity, social, and economic status. Jonathan
Kozol (l 991) delineated the inequalities prevalent in
the educational field in the United States, especially
among the poor inner city children and minorities.
This form of discrimination is undemocratic and
immoral.
The school and the teachers have to respect
and recognize the individual's democratic rights. A
teacher's role is to be a guide or a coach, in order to
help the children to realize their potentialities as
members of a democratic society. Teachers should
not spoon-feed or preach to the students, but should
stimulate and assist them to think critically. They
should give different points of view on an issue and
encourage students to come up with their own. Let
them argue, discuss, debate, and look at it from
diverse perspectives and finally form their own critical
point of view. Students, therefore, are free to question, criticize, make mistakes, and differ from other
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challenging; yet it is more natural, beautiful, and ultimate ly, very rewarding .
Conclusion
Dewey realized that the modern individual was
submerged and depersonalized by the pecuniary
culture. He, thus, envisioned a new individual, social
individual, who would find fulfillment in ma ximum
individuality within maximum community, which was
embo died in his philosophy and democratic ideal.
The pedagogical enterprise, for Dewey, was a
continuum in which the student, teacher, and the
methodology were interrelated. The child was the
center of all pedagogical processes. The child, however, learned not in isolation, but through interaction
with othe~ studen'.s, teachers, and the community.
This organic and dialectic relationship enhanced the
growth of both the individual and the community.
One of the greatest contributions of Dewey to
education was his persistent insistence on democratic principles and its application to everyday life. He
applied his concepts of social individual and democratic ideal in education. If schools and communities
can succeed in applying some of these ideas, the
world will be a more peaceful and prosperous place,
especially in this post-nine-eleven era .
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manifested in the blind activities of September l l ,
2001 . In that way, educators and education can
help prepare citizen response to some of these issues,
actions and reactions. In the spirit of the above concerns, the author hopes to do two things: First, to
introduce Eastern Education Journal readership and
the American teacher community in general to the
educational situation in Africa and secondary to
show how that educational situation and its way of
educating and theorizing affect the socio-cultural
and socio-economic development of the continent.
Culture, education, and development in Africa
are at odds with one another, which is not beneficial
to Africans. World wide, however, there has been an
increased awareness of the impact of cultural practices on educational achievement that has challenged the previous conceptions of education (Pai &
Aldler, 1997) . The relationship of culture to educational outcomes is acknowledged today even by
hard core Marxist and neo-Marxist educational scholars (Giroux, 1991; Apple, 1979, 1982; Freire, 1998).
Conservative, capitalist, and colonia list educators
and policy makers acknowledged that centuries
ago (Burke, 1865, 1955) . The same statement can be
made for culture and development. It seems, however, that in Africa, the ro le of culture (Jagusah,
2001 a , b , c) and its relationship to educational
attainment as wel l as socio-political developments
(Dimah & Jagusah, 2000; Jagusah & Dimah, 1999)
are read ily dismissed (Makgoba, 1997).
This strange phenomenon is at times very difficult
to explain, due to the deeply ingrained self-doubt
built in the African psyc he (Wilson, 1993), as has been
the case for the Negroes (African Americans) in the
United States of America (Woodson, 1933/99). How
does one then try to explain the obvious? There is
the analytical need to explain this confusion so that
in the process African educators and those hoping to
he lp African educators might find ways to make
African educators and policy makers to become
more conscious of these current practices . The
African educational practices as currently constituted are inflicting heavy socio-psycho logical and
therefore economic and developmental damages
on the sons and daughters of Africa .
To address these issues clearly, we will do well if
we pause here and define the three main terms that
wi ll guide this analysis. These terms are cu lture, education, and development. Each term wi ll first be
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Culture, education, and development in Africa
are at odds with one another. World wide, however,
there has been an increased awareness of the
impact of cultural practices on educational achievement that has challenged the previous conceptions
of education as simply a disinterested, non-contextua l p roject. The author exam ines the issues and the
alternatives that might be of help in alleviating the
gap between education, it s cult ural context, and
development in Africa .
The Relationship Among African Culture, Education,
and Development: The Case For a Truly
African Education Part I

Each centered person becomes an owner
not a renter of knowledge . Center yourselfProfessor Molefi Kete Asante ( l 994)
Only where man feels himself to be heir and
success to the past, has he the strength for
new beginning Janheinz Jahn ( l 958)
There is documented historical evidence about
efforts and ca lls to internationalize the A merican
teacher educa t ion programs (Taylor, 1970; and
Melvin, 1970; Boulding, 1988; and Gutek, 1993). At no
other time is such a call more meaningful that the
post 91 l USA educational scene. American educators need to be constantly presented with the comparative socio-cultural issues that are driving t he
socio-psychic conditions of the world, that leads to
such unimaginable destructive tendencies, as those
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considered independently and will then be discussed
together to show how the first two - culture and education -affect the last - development.
What then is culture? While there is no one single
definition of what is cu lture, functionally there is the
overwhelming acceptance of the term or word culture to mean "a system of norms and control" as
well as "a map" (Pai & Adler, 1997 : 23) that gives a
group a sense of direction. This map of, or for, a
group of people or a society is what enables such a
group to evaluate the group or society in terms of
where it has been, where it is, and where it hopes to
go. A mastery of this "system of norms and control"
as well as this "map" enables one to connect the
past to the present as well as to the future. Such is the
foundation of the kind of education that is contextually meaningful and developmental appropriate as
well.
Historically, the word culture has undergone
many modifications. Among the Ancient Greeks the
world was viewed in terms of the cultured (Greeks in
general, but the male aristocrats in particular, since
Greek society was a hierarchical class-, gender-, and
slave-based society) as opposed to the barbarians
(non-Greeks). The Enlightenment thinkers' take on
the word culture posited European and non- European races, societies and groups in terms of the "civilized" for the former and "savage" or the "primitive"
for the latter (Eze, 1997). Embedded in these two
views of culture stated above were the ideas that
"the non-Greeks, incapable of cu lture and lacking
the superior rational capacity (the ability to justify
one's behavior, preferences and mores) for the
Athenian-style democratic social organizations lived
brutishly and under despotism" (Eze, 1997: 4). As Eze
noted further on the second view,

and Hegel (l 770-183 l) blindly quoted each other's
fables over and over, so they became "facts" (Eze,
1997), or what Mudimbe (1988: 15) called "epistemological ethnocentrism." This is despite the fact that
Hegel of all of the three, as Eze (l 997) pointed out,
had the most access to factual data and should
have disabused those earlier notions about culture
and otherness in his anthropology. This intertextuality
(Eze, 1997) could not be questioned. This is because
the ideology of justified belief of the Enlightenment
period superseded their so-called search for truth.
Like a later follower of theirs, Carl Sagan (l 983), will
do many years later with the Dogon astronomical
knowledge, "the power of a will to truth " (Mudimbe,
1988: 14), not their professed disinterested scholarship, became their preoccupation. When source
authority and interpretive authority conflate, the
danger of ideological universalization is easily realized.
Today, however, even the most mean spirited
European cu ltural anthropologist and philosopher will
not posit the term culture in those narrow and prejudiced terms. Yet the educated Africans are yet to
catch up with that shift in their orientation. As Gollnick and Chinn (l 998: 3) paraphrasing Goodenough
(1987) noted, "Everyone has a culture" (Gollnick and
Chinn, 1998: 3). The previous use of the term culture
"to indicate the refined ways of the elite and powerful" (Gollnick and Chinn, 1998: 3). Or a reference to
"people who were knowledgeable in history, literature and the fine arts" Gollnick and Chinn, 1998: 3) as
capable of possessing culture, or are said to possess
culture" (Gollnick & Chinn, 1998: 4), is no longer the
case . As Gollnick and Chinn (1998) concluded, "No
longer is culture viewed so narrowly"(p. 4). Today,
"anthropologists define culture as a way of perceiving, believing, evaluating, and behaving' (Gollnick &
Chinn, 1998: 4, italics mine).
If culture "provides the blueprint that determines
the way we think, feel, and behave in society" (Gollnick & Chinn, 1998: 4), and if culture is "in us and all
around us, just as the air we breathe" (Erickson, cited
in Gollnick and Chinn, 1998: 4) . Then it follows that
there are fundamental distortions, embedded in our
African educational thought, policies, theories, and
practices that thwart the very intentions of what
should constitute education -- content, processes
and results. This is because apart from culture giving
one his or her "do's and don'ts of appropriate
behavior within" one's culture or context, it also
"imposes order and meaning on our experiences. It
allows us to predict how others will behave in certain
situations" (Gollnick & Chinn, 1998 : 4). Being
unaware of one's educational cultural context therefore posits one's education in a severely restrictive situation: neither is one conscious of one's self in the
educative if not eductive (Stanage, 1987) process
nor is one critically aware of the other. Instead, one
becomes purely presumptuous of the others in such
others' context as well. One is therefore, superficially
at home with the self and the other. This mentality
makes good education impossible either to give or

European Enlightenment thinkers retained the
Greek ideal of reason, as well as this reason's
categorical function of discriminating
between the cultu red (now called 'the civilized') and the 'barbarian' (the 'savage' or
the 'primi tive '). It can be argued, in fact
that, the Enlightenment's declaration of itself
as the 'Age of Reason' was predicated upon
precisely the assumption that reason (the
ability to justify one's behavior, preferences
and mores or, more simply put, the ability to
follow a rule) could historically only come to
maturity in modern Europe, while the inhabitants of areas outside Europe, who were considered to be of non-European racial and
cultural origins, were consistently described
and theorized as rationally inferior and savage.
The most fascinating aspect of Eze's 1997 take on
the issue is the question of source authority for the
cultural and philosophical anthropology of this period: Where did the Greeks and the enlightenment
thinkers secure the sources for such categorical presuppositions? Hume (l 7 l l-1776), Kant (l 724-1804),
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African cultural theory, observes that the African elite
want to become European at all cost. It goes further
to say that these elite not long after desiring to
become Europeans realized that legally that is
impossible. These elite groups then return with a
vengeance to their African ways as a "psychological
retreat before European pressure " (Jahn, 1989 /90:
15).
These two approaches and perceptions miss the
key cultural questions about the first phase of African
education and therefore the subsequent question of
development. While they dealt with the behavior of
the African as he or she confronted Europe, concentrating the discourse on just this impact of Europe on
Africa and the African reaction a lone does not
explain the ease with which these Africans returned
to their previous cultural ethos. This characterization,
while serving the "epistemological ethnocentrism "
(Mudimbe , 1988) of the proponents, does not
address the question of the African gnosis (Mudimbe,
1988). That will be addressed by this author elsewhere .

to receive . This is because all good educational theorization and good practices posit our moving
through all of our educational activities from "the
known to the unknown" as the best way to go.
Every cultural and educational processe has two
key components: it enculturates the targeted or
mainstream children and it acculturates minority children, lower classes, the non-preferred gender, or
other racial groups, for example (Pai & Adler, 1997 :
4), or socializes its young ones as Gollnick & Chinn
(l 998) puts it. These two components operate culturally because of four other cultural processes and factors at work. The first of these forces or factors is the
fact that culture is a learned thing, not a biologically
determined process. The young person must out of
necessity be introduced to his or her society, formally
or informally. Secondly, culture is a shared thing. This
is because culture is embedded in human, technical,
and scientific language . These three components
therefore make communication possible and
sharable as well. Thirdly, culture is adaptive as to the
challenges of the context, and finally, culture is
dynamic, either taking an evolutionary or revolutionary path (Gollnick & Chinn, 1998). These components, characteristics, and paths that culture takes
are the same paths that educational processes also
usually take.
Now what is education? There are multiple definitions of education . Certain authorities and theorists
define education as a formal and informal preparation for life (Counts, 1932); others have taken the
view that education is life itself or is itself life, not
preparation for life (Dewey, 1936) . Like culture, the
educational process also targets the enculturation
and acculturation or socialization of the citizenry, on
the formal and informal levels. The aim is to prepare
individuals to assume mature roles in a given society.
At the heart of what is education, or educational, is
the issue of cultural transmission (Strouse, 2000) .
Because of the colonial origin and nature of present day African education, the socio-cultural discourse of African education insists on theorizing on
the traditional Eurocentric functional, conflictual, and
associative or assimilationalist platforms without
engaging the first phase of African education.
Gutek (l 993) rightly located three phases in Nigerian
education, which can roughly be applied to the
entire African educational scene. According to
Gutek, Nigerian (African) education has three main
historical periods: The pre-colonial: the colonial: and
the post-colonial or independent period. When,
however, we theorize educational issues in Africa on
the liberal functionalist, the classical Marxist, or the
social Darwinist associationist praxis, little is known of
the pre-colonial African eductive processes.
The Jaspers' theory of African history, existence,
and thereby education, posits that African culture
and ethos cannot survive in the face of European
civilization, and its past is therefore doomed to disappear (Jahn, 1989/90) . Equally preposterous is the
Malinoskian Skokian effect theory (Jahn, 1989/90).
This theory, sometimes also referred to as the neo-

The Relationship Among African Culture,
Education, and Development: The Case For a Truly
African Education Part II

When we talk of developmen t, what do we
mean? The word development is synonymous,
according to the Random House College Dictionary,
revised edition (l 988), with other words such as
"expansion, elaboration, growth, evolution; unfolding, maturing, maturation" (p. 364). To develop is to
move forward from where one is. Two things, among
a host of many others, are presupposed here: one, a
beginning and two, a continuum . Development as
a sign of progression has to start somewhere. If any
development is not rooted in a specific cultural, ideological, philoso-political or metaphysical ethos, its
educational processes and outcomes are up for
grabs. It is therefore aiming at nothing and therefore
shooting anything in sight. Our human past always
avails us two things: things we should avoid and
things we should pass on . In the ongoing discourse
on African education, these two lessons are totally
missing: our past is despised and d ismissed, so our
present and future are jeopardized (Makgoba ,
1997). The question is are we destined to be doormats? What causes some of us to return to the past
in order to prepare for the future? Is Karl Jasper or
Malinowski ' s functionalist theory of African culture
and therefore education and development correct?
If not, how do we respond to John's inquiry about
ourselves as Africans, though these questions were
directed to his European contemporaries? According to Jahn (l 958/90: 15)
Could this (Africa) renewal, his (African) rationalization of tradition, in fact be the crucial
period in African development, which is making it possible for the Africans to assert themselves, and to escape the fate, assigned to
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them by Jaspers and Malinowski, of 'becoming tools'? (This is a 1958 question). In other
words, is that nationalism, though unhealthy
for European rule, perhaps not so 'unhealthy '
at all for the Africans - considering that it has
already begun to bring about the emergence of independent African states?
(Ghana at this point) We ask what the
Africans are thinking, what they are planning,
what they believe, how they can survive the
crisis, why the historical process fails to conform to the predicted pattern-but we pay no
attention to the rational revival of the African
tradition by African intelligence, or else we
dismiss it as the drug of psychological selfintoxication, as 'Skokian .'

to make one a good person and an effective member of one's society. The individuals so equipped
have the power to transform themselves and their
societies. The lack of a transformative theorization
(Strouse, 2000), however, leads to a deficit educational orientation. Such is the case because the individuals so educated are located at the periphery of
their center(s). These individuals suffer from a lack of
centeredness (Asante, 1987, 1994). In his essay Location Theory and African Aesthetics, Professor Asante
(1994: 53-54) noted that
The primary view held by Afrocentrists is that
the most rewarding results of any analysis of
culture (must or should be) derived from a
centered place position, usually defined as
the place from which all concepts, ideas,
purposes, and visions radiate. Determining
place, therefore, becomes one of the central
tasks of the Africological scholar. Marginal
positions or marginalized theorists (theories) of
aesthetics are consequently called into
severe question in regard to their efficacy.

This paper uses Hegelian historicity in response to
John's question, though that is not the actual intention of the author. The Hegelian dialectics here, however, place the analysis within the terms of the Europeanized question on African development. It goes
like this: If development is about a starting point (the
thesis) needing some progression, and if progression
or progress is about a reaction against that starting
point, the stasis (here the antithesis), the final result of
those two actions should demonstrate a continuum
(a synthesis). If these kinds of analysis of development are pitted against the African situation, then
development in Africa is heading the way of its
antonymous path, i.e ., deterioration, disintegration if
not outright stasis.
This is because development in Africa seems to
be context proof. It does not experience its antithesis,
be it spiritual, economic, social, political, intellectual
or cu ltural. Development in Africa is always cast in
deficit terms--what the African is not and should
become instead of what he is and wishes to
become . This is because African education since
the colonial to the present aims at the production of
the "half-educated man" (MacMichael, 1934) who
according to Collins et al. (1994/2000: 190) "had sufficient knowledge to lead his people from their educational traditions but did not know whether to take
them" (p.?)
Education that is developmental calls for bringing together the first phase of African education
(Gutek, 1993) into the subsequent two. In that way
that education will begin to address developmental
issues in Africa, just like the so called Meiji restoration
(Reno, 1998) did with Japan, with the clear results
that even markets or capitalism generally, can survive if not actually find itself "compatible with a variety of 'styles of life"' (Reno, 1998, p .27). This analysis
will not, however, specifically address African philosophy of education. That will be addressed elsewhere.
In the following pages, the author will concentrate
on how culture affects education and education in
turn affects development.
Educational practice is about cultural transmission (Strouse, 2000). Whether such culture is certain
skills or a certain body of knowledge, the end result is

One of the difficulties that African education
faces is its lack of extensive resources to research the
process of how we locate our selves in the educative
process. For the above reason , Africans are
assumed to be students all the time (Jahn, 1989/90).
While referring specifically to African aesthetics,
Asante's 1994: 54 comment that "part of the difficulty
in assessing the African aesthetics in a scholarly and
critical manner has been the dislocation of Africa
and Africans for the past five hundred years" and
that " (t)he traditions of the African aesthetics in the
West have been discontinuous, corrupted, and distorted . Dislocation has meant that the African aesthetic sensibility has had to assert itself under adverse
circumstances ." These same comments hold for
African education . Sometimes it is because of the
over five hundred years of misinformation that
African education find it too difficult to look at newer
ways to solve African educational and developmental needs. Also the years of our demonized selves
come into play when African intellectuals are confronted with their developmental challenges. But as
Jahn (1989/90) noted,
The Africa presented by the ethnologist is a
legend in which we used to believe. The
African tradition as it appears in the light of
neo-African culture may also be a
legend-but it is a legend in which African
intelligence believes. And it is their perfect
right to declare authentic, correct and true
those components of their past which they
believe to be so. In the same way a Christian,
asked about the nature of Christianity, will
point to the gospel teaching 'Love my neighbour' and not to the Inquisition . ... For several
centuries Africa has had to suffer under the
conception of the African past formed by
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Europe. As long as this was so, that European
conception was 'true,' that is to say, effective. But the present and future on the other
hand will be determined by the conception
that African intelligence forms of the African
past.

neo-colonialists still defined education in those narrow terms with no serious analytical thought
between the symbiotic relationship between the cultural and the social reproductions (Bourdieu, 2000)
embedded in that relationship. African educators
still view their jobs in terms of being gatekeepers-weeding out the undesirables (Gutek, 1993, Jagusah
& Dimah, 1999). The African educator's inability to
see the human, the cultural and the social capital
(Schultz, 2000; Bourdieu, 2000; and Coleman & Hoffer, 2000). The key element in such education, as is
the case with Native Americans in North America, is
first about the process of deculturalization (Spring,
1997). This is the process whereby the natives are culturally impoverished, made to hate themselves, and
made to feel that only that which is metaphysically,
epistemologically, axiologically (i.e., ethically and
aesthetically) outside of themselves is worthy of
respect and therefore worthy of learning (Asante,
1994). This deculturalization goes as far as asking one
to change his or her dress code or religious beliefs-punishing one for speaking one's native language
on the school premises--pressuring one to avoid eating local delicacies or using an African name. It has
gotten to the point that as a reinforcement to the
school conditioning mission, some 'educated
Africans' will not let their children speak any African
language. This simple linguistic act alone, cuts these
young ones from a wealth of cultural capita l needed
for contextual, personal, and societal development.
The second process involved in African education like that of any other sub-ordinate group, is
acculturation (Pai & Aldler, 1997). This is when the
desired values are administered to the students. The
students here, like those in South Africa, will be
required to spend an inordinate amount of time
acquiring many European languages at the expense
of real critical academics. Some of these European
languages, like Afrikaans, are basically useless outside of their immediate context, i.e ., South Africa.
The most important aspect of education, the enculturalization (Pai & Aldler, 1997) of the African student,
will be left unattended to because the first phase of
African education, the pre-colonial phase, which
should have tied the students to their respective
communities, is eliminated or easily dismissed (Makgoba, 1997). This makes an educated African good
for every other community but his or her community
(Jagusah, 2001). He or she becomes a total stranger
to his or her context. This is educating for export, not
for home development. In the field of technical
knowledge, he or she is given models or modules
that are purely textbook-based with little or no room
for practical demonstration.
Education that is developmental will have to be
education thc:it is transformational, not reformationoriented. Such an education will or should, first and
foremost, emphasize a child's being centered in his
or her learning (Asante, 1994). This is of importance
today because even within the colonialist camp, the
most serious accept the fact that all of our knowledge is socially constructed (Berger and Luckmann,

Jahn' s 1958 analysis will surprise many today as
purely post-modernist questioning of grand narrative
as sources of meaning creation. But that was precisely what Eze (l 997: 7) was referring to as the
source of European cultural "intertextuality" on
Africa. Development that is intrinsic is therefore the
kind of development Africa needs--bottom up, not
top down development based on one size fit all ideology like that of the IMF/World Bank (Gutek, 1993).
Intellectually, such development can be achieved
more easily through Afri can intertextuality, due to
their existential rootedness in the context. African
intellectuals in general, but educators in particular,
are called upon to exemplify this intertextual project.
This possibility is therefore in what Jahn (l 989/90)
called neo-African culture. According to Jahn
(l 989/90: 18) "(N)eo-African culture appears as an
unbroken extension, as the legitimate heir of tradition. Only where man feels himself to be the heir and
successor to the past has he the strength for a new
beginning." The literary disciplines and their theoreticians (Eze, Mudimbe, Asante, p' Bitek, wa Thiongo)
are way ahead of the educators, politicians and policy makers. Much of these works are yet to inform
educational practices and policies on the continent.
Socio-culturally, what do schools do? The answer
to that question depends on what a given society
wants to enculturate, acculturate or socialize its citizens to do. It is also a question of what mandate the
society hands over to its teachers to execute. If it is
for active and critical participation in the criticism of
such a society, more critical, constructivist, and
sometimes, conflictual approaches will be preferred.
The goal here will be that of helping learners come
to terms with issues of legitimization and reproduction
of inequalities in society (Strouse, 2001 ), as hidden
curric ulum in schools and society (Apple, 1979, 1982,
Giroux, 1991 ). This is usually the Marxist and neoMarxist approach to schooling. If, however, the goal
is to locate the individual in his or her place in society, a more functionalist approach will be needed
(Collins, 2000). If socializing not transmission is the
goal, then a progressivist and interactionalist
approach is the goal. Under very normal circumstances, these three approaches solve the educative problem.
But in places like Africa, based on the historicity
of colonial education and their current neo-colonial
African representatives, what schools actually give to
the young is cultural transmission of a specific class
orientation, but not critical approaches (Bossey,
1999). Colonial education, like the overall colonial
project was specifically about cu ltural imperialism
(Carnoy, 1974; Mudimbe, 1988). The differences were
only those of degree of such imperialism . The African
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Then, the final aspect becomes very easy: the
slaves, colonized, and neo-colonized thoroughly
hate themselves. African men and women will forbid
their children to speak any African language. African
women will spend millions in whatever currency on
chemica ls to bleach their hair and bodies white, with
no second thought to the fact that whites are born
white not bleached white. The Africans, like the
African slaves, "hate Africa, and lose pride in their
heritage " (Spring, 2000, 199). The post slavery and
post colonial as well as the neo-colonial identities
begin to redefine manhood in terms of: (a) the "ability to inflict pain on others" who look like them; (b)
the "abi lity to impregnate but not marry many
women;" (c) the "ability to drink and consume large
amount of alcohol and drugs;" (d) the "ability to be
unreformed by jail experience," and (e) the "ability
to wear flashy clothes and drive sporty cars" despite
the destitute nature of their community, state or
nation. These aberrations will be or are accepted as
qualities defining what it means to be a man , a
woman, or a person.
The question of development is also viewed
entirely as the question of material acquisition,
through whatever means. Education becomes commodified and is viewed only as a gateway to stealing. No moral imperatives are considered (Freire,
1998). Teaching and learning to transgress boundaries (Hooks, 1994) of ethnicity, nationhood, and
become creative for the larger good of humanity
are dismissed. There are no longer conscious efforts
to distinguish between wants and needs. The soul is
sacrificed for the material.
The question of centeredness (Spring, 1997;
Asante, 1994) addressed this gap. Afrocentric pedagogy, particularly from Asante 's (1994) point of view,
places the child in a holistic learning context. Spring
(2000) pointed out the holistic approach to economics in Asante 's Afrocentric pedagogy as well.
According to Spring (2000), Afrocentric pedagogy is
a demonstration to the students that " (t)he stability of
the economic system resulted in the stability of the
political system and social system." African life and
history, for example, should be analyzed in this holistic
way. This holistic learning, not just "epistemological
ethnocentrism" (Mudimbe, 1988), is the solution to
our disorientation.
This approach also encourages what others ca ll
"perso nal witnessing" by allowing the students to
"reflect" on what is learned as well as "testify" or
share with others what one knows. It is through this
dual process that one really knows based on the
feedback one has received from those one is sharing
with. There are some philosophical issues that make
centering one's students very important. As philosophy of education derives its existence from philosophy of life, the praxis of harmonizing our weltanschauung of holistic teaching and learning calls on
us to take a much closer view of what is going on in
the field of African philosophy and religions.
As Adesanya (Jahn, 1990) noted there exist a
coherence in African philosophical conceptions of

1966). The child needs to understand his or her context very well. The child needs to formally study in his
or her language in order for such to acquire the sensibility of his or her people. In this way, African education, like its counterpart in the United States of
America, will be teaching African children "to see
the world from the perspective of African cultures"
(Spring, 2000, p. l 91, citing Asante, 1994). The key
concern of this kind of pedagogical approach,
sometimes ca lled Afrocentric pedagogy (Spring,
2000) or Afrocentricity (Asante, 1994) "is the concept
of African centeredness" (Spring, 2000, p. 191). While
mindful of multiple perspectives in African as demonstrated in Asante's works (l 994), how is the question
of centeredness tied or related to the issue of development? Development does not take place in a
vacuum. If one's education is about perpetual dislocation or peripheralization of the self, then such an
education will be a deficit education. It is neither life,
nor does it prepare one for future actual living. This
centered perspective also overcomes or avoids what
Kunjufu ca lled "the seasoning" effect (Spring,
2000: 199). This is the method by which Africans
worldwide are made to be subordinate to Europeans. The first method or psychology used is to
make the slave, the co lonized or neo-colonized,
obey by "instilling fear of the owner through threats
of death and torture for disobedience" (Spring, 2000:
199). In the post-colonial sphere, these threats are
about withdrawal of economic life sources administered by colonial institutions like the World Bank and
IMF, set up to continue the colonial activities of sapping life out of Africa as it were in slave and colonial
days. As Sarnoff (l 999: 427) has accurately observed
about the IMF/World Bank role in Africa, "Colonial
rule was, among other things, a general strategy for
integrating Africa into the global political economy
on terms set largely in Europe. Formally managed by
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund,
structural adjustment plays a similar role." The second aspect of seasoning is that of making the slave,
the colonized, or the neo-colonized "loya l to the
master," even when the master is not physically present. The Master's economic blueprint, one that such
a master will never even think of implementing at
home, will be shoved down the throats of the slave,
the colonized, or the neo-colonized, using a neo-colonized general or politician. As Fela pointed out,
"such Africans with very low mentality" will bribe their
ways around, making African lives a kind of "yeye
rolling." In the recent African history, Ibrahim
Babangida and President Obasanjo of Nigeria and
the late Mobutu Se Se Seko of former Zaire, now People's Republic of Congo fit this profile perfectly.
The third aspect is that of making the African
slave, colonized, and neo-colonized believe "in the
superiority of the white race over the black race."
Everything humanly or divinely good is from the white
race. Their gods are the only ones that can save;
their currency the only real currency acceptable;
their facts, no matter how distorted, are the only
acceptable facts.
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the world . This coherence points to the work ahead
of African educators and philosophers of education,
if they are to make African cultures, educational
processes , and development come together.
According to Adesanya, as cited by Jahn (l 990)

ing structures and marginality" (Mudimbe, 1988: l) left
behind that still influence the African "discourse of
power and the knowledge of otherness" (Mudimbe,
1988: l) by the Africanist, not Afrocentric or African
centered scholarship and education .
Globalization, just like the IMF/ World Bank, while
serving the neo-colonialism of today, still does not
address the metaphysical concerns of what it means
to be an African in the world . African development
will therefore wait for its socio-cultural motif and philosophy not only to acquire its identity (Masolo, 1995),
but equally to apply itself in defining Africa 's educational goals, processes, and outcomes. As the old
adage of all mean ingful educational theory and
best practices posits, moving from "the known to the
unknown " is the best way to go. At the present, this is
not so in the intertextuality of African culture, education, and therefore development. We may have to
return to the " (R)ediscovery of the ordinary " (Ndebele, 1994). To reject such a cardinal principle is to
place our educational and developmental needs in
a state of perpetual dis-equilibration.

'This is not simply a coherence of facts and
faith ' he writes, ' nor of reason and traditional
beliefs, nor of reason and contingent facts,
but a coherence or compatibility among all
the disciplines. A medical theory, e.g., which
contradicted a theological conclusion was
rejected as absurd and vice versa . This
demand for a mutual compatibility among
all the disciplines considered as a system was
the main weapon of Yoruba thinking . God
might be banished from Greek thought without any harm being done to the logical
architecture of it, but this cannot be, in the
case of the Yoruba . In medieval thought, science could be dismissed at pleasure, but this
is impossible in the case of the Yoruba
thought, since faith and reason are mutually
dependent. In modern times, God even has
no place in scientific thinking. This was impossible to the Yoruba since from the Olodumare
an architectonic of knowledge was built in
which the finger of God is manifest in the
most rudimentary elements of nature. Philosophy, theology, politics, social theory, land
law, medicine, psychology, birth and burial,
all find themselves logically concatenated in
a system so tight that to subtract one item
from the whole is to paralyse the structure of
the whole' (Jahn, 1989/90: 96-97).
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Team Teaching in a Middle School:
A Case Study
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Both teachers felt that understanding adolescents is one of the keys to being a successful middle
school teacher. Preadolescence and adolescence
are seen as the most transitional and difficult times in
the human life stages (Dryfoos, 1990). The preadolescent and adolescent is faced with physical, social,
emotional, and cognitive changes. "Adolescents are
confronted with the task of creating a sense of order
out of a life space made increasingly complex by the
development of new cognitive skills and hormonal
changes" (Jones, 1980, p. 7). These changes can create conflicts in the classroom that a teacher may not
be able to handle by himself/herself. In a teamteaching situation, there is always a teacher available to counsel and help the student through the
current "crisis" while the other teacher is teaching
and the class is engaged in learning.
Adolescents also learn at different rates. Piaget
theorized that each individual is actively seeking
knowledge. He viewed the child as adapting to the
environment by changing psychologically and progressing through cognitive developmental stages
(Rice, 198 l ). Each adolescent can be at a different
cognitive stage, yet expected to learn. This creates
more confusion and frustration for the student. With
the team-teaching approach, one teacher was free
to coach and tutor students to enable them to better cope with the curricu lum.

Abstract

Case study research is a valuable tool for analyzing and reflecting on one's own teaching . This
research was conducted in a middle school setting
and is an in-depth analysis of team teaching at the
middle school level.
Introduction

The bell rings and sixty middle school students
noisily came in to the large room. Some were running
and stopped by the teacher, some were walking and
talking with friends, some were thoughtful, some were
angry, and some were sad. The teachers were
watching the students and alerting each other to
potential problems. The students sat in group of four
at table scattered throughout the room. The bell
rang and one teacher asked for quiet and immediately started the lesson . The second teacher could
be seen in the back of the room quietly taking roll,
dealing with student notes, enrolling new students,
counseling upset students, and managing the various
interruptions that daily occurred in the first ten minutes. The students were instantly engaged in the lesson and rarely noticed when the second teacher
joined the lesson; it seemed natural.
Why have these two teachers chosen to test the
team-teaching concept? How does the teamteaching concept work with the community and
group of adolescents in this school? Is team-teaching
an effective method of teaching in every inner-city
school, for every teacher? What were some of the
concerns and solutions when in a team-teaching situation?

Demographics and Physical Setting

While neither teacher was raised in an urban setting, both understood poverty and being a part of a
low-income family. They also choose to be at this
school where the students were a t a poverty and
low-income level. The school was in the inner-city
with a high minority population, on a busy street, and
next to the main park filled with museums and the
zoo. The majority of the students were considered
low income to poverty level. This was determined by
the number of free-lunch applications that were
approved. This in itself placed the students at risk of
academic failure as noted by Strange (l 992) and
Williams (l 996). Not all minority urban students are at
risk, but those that are, need intervention. There are
many contributing factors to the at-risk status of students (Strange, 1992). "While academic success is
fundamental to breaking the grip of poverty, educators may not be able to bring into focus academic
goals for these students until pressing social and psy-
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chological needs have been addressed (Strange,
1992, p. 21) .

Middle (l 987) was published by California 's superintendent of schools. This report called for reform in the
middle schools. The emphasis was on teachers being
trained to teach middle level students differently
than they would teach e lementary or high school
students. (Hill, 1993).
The problem is to find what teaching methods
work best for midd le school students, especially
inner-city middle schools. One proposed method is
that of team teaching. The question to be answered
is "Can team-teaching work in the middle school?"
The purpose of this study was to describe a current
team-teaching situa ti on in an inner-city middle
school and evaluate the team-teaching.

According to Williams (l 996),
As poverty rises, both chi ldren and young
adults are more likely to be crime victims, to
receive inadequate health care, and to suffer from a variety of physical, psychological,
and social traumas. These circumstan ces
place children at risk of educational failure
and, by necessity, place schools at the center of interconnected social problems. (p. 13)
The reputation of this school was once very low,
but the school climate has been and continues to
improve. When the teachers have said where th ey
teach, the response has been "Wow, you ' re brave,
that is a rough school. " This has been attributed in
part to the high minority population and the economic and family situations these adolescents were
in. Students who come from low-income families are
working under a handicap. "The additional social,
psychological, and econom ic problems they must
cope with as a result of crime-related concerns add
an additional burden to the ir lives" (Williams, Singh, &
Singh, 1994, p. 329) . These children are seen as socially stressed and may be seen as overly aggressive or
withdrawn . They experience mood swings and may
be labeled stubborn. These students may also learn
to initiate as little as possible and in the classroom,
this can be translated as laziness (Schmitz, 1992;
Haberman, 1994). Both teachers have been confronted with the violence and "laziness" seen in
urban schools. While neither had the answer for these
situations, both were striving to make their classroom
a safe place physically, and an engaging place to
learn.
All of this is extremely applicable to this school
and the classroom of these two teachers. Within the
school, approximately 53% were Hispanic, 19% were
Caucasian, and 20% were African Am erican. Th e
special education population was 13% of the total
school population, with 19% of those being severely
emotionally disturbed . The language difficulties also
contributed to the problems seen in the discussion
above. 30% of the student population was limited to
non-English speaking . The school was a Title I school,
which was due to over 50% of the school qualifying
for free and reduced lunch.

Method
According to Shulman (l 992), case studies can
be used to study "visions or images of the possible "
(p. 8). "These cases can play the same role for
teachers as do myths in other fields . Th ey portray
concrete human images of activities and values worthy of emulation. They thus can serve to stimulate
those learning to teac h to consider alternative fo rms
of practice that are rooted in real teaching, not only
in the passions of idealists" (p. 9) .
This case study was qualitative (Stake, 1995) in
nature, was an ethnograph ic study (Merriam, 1988)
and the researcher had an intrinsic interest (Stake,
1994) in conduc tin g this research . The data was
ob tained through observat ion as a participant
observer (Merriam, 1988), and through interviews
with other non-research oriented participant
observers in the classroom. As Merriam (1988) states,
participant observations allow a firsthand account of
the situation and when combined with interviews
and document analysis, gives a holistic interpretation .
Since the researcher was a participant, some of
the data was obtained through first-hand observation and action. This inherently means there may be
some bias in th e observations, although the
researcher used the interviews of others to confirm
these observations. Interviews were conduc ted with
the second teacher, an aide, and counselors. Th e
information is reflected in the evaluation section .
Key Concerns
As with the research conducted by McIntosh
(l 994), there have been similar key concerns these
two teachers have had to and continue to work out.
These key concerns have included

Research

arrangement of the classroom
classroom and personal materials
classroom management
planning
grading
teaching styles
curriculum
substitutes
self-perceptions
l O. team perception (McIntosh, 1994).

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Problem

Middle schools are seen as the last chance to
start students on the path to a "successful life " (Hill,
1993, p . 20) . This is according to accrediting agencies
and other organizations such as the National Middle
Schools Association, the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, the Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation, and the Center for Early Adolescents
(Hill, 1993). In the late 1980s, the report Caught in the
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learning and for students to learn. Although both
teachers were learning, the topic of how students
learn had generated some debates that allowed
both teachers to explore new ideas and mature in
their teaching.
Both teachers were required to teach to the
standards and were learning to include literacy as
part of the curriculum. The teachers taught with their
strengths. One of the teachers was much more comfortable reading stories aloud to the students, and
usually was the one to do this. The other teacher was
more comfortable doing the organizing of the portfolio project. Both teachers were sharing their ideas
and learning from each other in each area.

Classroom Environment
The classroom environment was at times very
quiet and sometimes very noisy. When the students
grasped a concept, the atmosphere became electrified as students were sharing how they understood
and they were teach ing each other. While one
teacher was teaching, the second teacher was frequently monitoring the room , answering questions,
getting students on task, or tutoring a student having
difficulty with the concept. Occasionally, the second
teacher was not needed and paperwork could be
caught up while students were listening to the lesson.
This did become a point of contention if one teacher
was teaching and needed assistance while the other
teacher was "busy."
In a team teaching situation, one would expect
some controversy such as this. Both teachers modeled how to discuss issues and make decisions. Since
they had very different personal lives and personal
beliefs, they kept that part of their lives out of the
classroom . There was occasionally a controversy, but
it was handled in a mature manner and not allowed
to interrupt the learning. When the students attempted to become involved, the teachers occasionally
took time to discuss the appropriate ways to have
discussions and make decisions. While the teachers
had different personalities and backgrounds, they
had learned to compromise and they seemed to
complement each other.

Evaluation

As shown in the study by Tichenor (l 998), most
students and parent seemed to favor the team
teaching situation once they understood the concept and saw the benefits . Similarly to Tichenor's
(l 998) study, the students were forced to work with a
broad array of students, they received more individual time if needed from the teacher not teaching
the lesson, and with two teachers, all learning styles
were addressed. The students received the best of
two teachers and the best of two teaching styles.
Parents had responded favorably and students stated they liked the availability of both teachers - especially when they needed an advocate and one of
the teachers was not understanding the situation.
Administrators had reacted favorably and had
encouraged this team to continue to show others
the benefits.
Student comments were generally favorable.
They disliked having another adult in the room
watching behavior and monitoring learning. It
seemed more difficult to "get away with something ."
Both teachers believed this arrangement is one
method of teaching that benefits the students and is
a valid teaching arrangement for the inner-city middle school. Both teachers agree that team teaching
should become a major element of restructuring in
the middle schools. However, this style of teaching is
not for everyone. As both teachers were quick to
point out, not everyone can handle teaching with
someone else always in the room and sharing practically everything . For this team, the major points of
contention were classroom management and tidiness of the room. A commitment to team teaching
involves a commitment to maturely handle such
points of contention .

Classroom Management
The teachers seemed to back each other up in
decisions on behavior and seemed to share the
responsibility. While some students related to each
teacher differently, this seemed to help defuse some
students and help others have one teacher to relate
to. The classroom rules were kept by both teachers,
and they took turns dealing with the more difficult
students. Both teachers had found their strengths and
weaknesses in classroom management and were
committed to making the classroom a rich learning
environment.
The students occasionally tired to ask each
teacher for the same thing . The two teachers gave
non-verbal signals, and if necessary, verbal signals
that they had already said "no " and the student was
reprimanded for trying to "play that game."
Classroom management was the most controversial issue of the team teaching experience . The
differences in the teachers were at times beyond
reconc_iliation and became a point of contention.
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You Can Teach an Old Dog New Tricks
or There's Always a Way to
Improve Your Teaching
Betty Higgins
A teacher, at any level, experiences frustration
when unacceptable or inferior work is turned in for
an assignment. Many tea chers find it difficult to
admit that they do any less than a stellular job of
explaining assignments. Often the teacher places
the responsibility for poor quality work upon the students' shoulders, and, admittedly in some instances,
the teacher is justified in doing so . However, when
many of the students in classes fail to meet the
teachers ' expecta ti ons, it is time for teachers to
reflect upon their part in the learning process.
Throughout my teaching career, I have tried to be
very clear in my teaching and the explanation of the
work I expect students to do. Overall, I feel I had
been successful in achieving that objective.
After over twenty years in education, I made the
transition from public school teaching to the university setting. One of the first classes I taught was a content reading class for secondary education students.
For many students this is the only course they take in
how to use reading to teach content. I realized
the se students did not have the necessary prior
knowledge for the course, and I thought I had prepared my assignments and lectures to account for
this and to provide the necessary background knowledge. I will admit that I had a higher level of expectation that college students wou ld understand
assignments better than the middle school students I
had previously taught and would require less detail in
the explanation of an assignment's requirements.

Betty Higgins is an Associate
Professor in the Departm e nt of
Language. Literacy, and Special
Populations in the College of Educa ti on and Applied Science at
Sam Houston State Unive rsi ty in
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Abstract

Using a rubric for class assignments has two primary
benefits . A rubric can clearly delineate teacher
expectations for written products, thus avoiding possible misinterpretations by students. In addition, the
time spent scoring these products is reduced as the
rubric becomes a scoring 1ool for the teacher. This
article describes how a college professor developed
rubrics for class assignments with positive results for
both teacher and students.
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the required criteria and quality of the product is
clearly defined. In addition, rubrics make the explanation of the assignment easier and clearer for both
students and teachers (Goodrich, 1997).
Based upon ideas that Dr. David Russell presented at the Writing Across the Curriculum program, I
revised all the assignments for the content reading
course and designed a grading rubric for each
assignment. The assignment revisions contained several parts. First, assignment objectives were stated in
terms that directly related to information presented in
the class lecture. Next, the procedure for the assignments was enumerated and clearly stated. Then,
each product required for the assignments was
described, and a rubric that delineated each product was attached. To develop the rubric, I examined
several models found in the literature about rubrics.
Then I listed the criteria fo r each assignment, and
determined the quality levels for each part of the
assignment. Students practiced using the rubric, and
changes were made according to the results of that
practice.
To gauge my success in rewriting the assignments
and the rubrics, I asked the content read ing class students to compare one of their original assignments, a
textbook analysis, to a newly revised version. I asked
them to give both positive and negative comments.
Out of 34 anonymous responses, 32 students stated
that the second assignment description was better
than the original one. Two students stated they
understood both assignments equally well. Reasons
for choosing the revised assignment as the better
one were fairly uniform. Students indicated the
directions were clear, precise and specifically stated
what to do. Based on their reasons, it seemed as
though students did not have to infer the expectations I had for successful completion of the assignment. Since the directions were given in sequential
order, the students could follow them easily. In addition, the students said that the revised assignment
examples helped tremendously. The students wrote
extremely positive comments about the rubric. For
most students, the rubric served as a checklist. They
could see the individual parts of the assignment and
check each part they had completed. In addition,
the rubric assigned specific points for each section,
so the students were able to tell which I considered
the most important and spend more time on that
particular part. "Using the rubric as a checklist
helped me think better," one student stated. Another student commented, " I have no questions about
the assignment after reading the revised version."
Most of the comments were simi lar to these. The
directions for the assignment and t he first rubric
developed are presented first.

Imagine my confusion when there seemed to be
a gap between the explanation of the first assignment, which was an analysis of a content textbook,
and several students' comprehension of that assignment. Of course, I engaged in the usual mutterings of
lack of student interest and involvement in assignments; eventually, I had to accept some of the
responsibility for the problem. I explained the assignment again and allowed students to redo it if they
chose. This, of course, meant more class time taken
to explain the same assignment and more of my
time to reread and regrade.
In November, 2001 , I attended an Across the University Writing Program sponsored by the university for
faculty members. One of the sessions involved revising assignments and designing rubrics or scoring tools
to c learly define and convey the instructor's expectations for an assignment. I had used rubrics for
reading and writing assignments in my middle school
classes but had not thought of the viability of their
application in my college reading classes.
A rubric has been defined as a scoring tool that
establishes the criteria for an assignment and delineates what is important, what will count. Rubrics can
be used as a support for student learning as well as
an assessment tool for the teacher (Goodrich, 1995).
Liu (l 995) lists five reasons to use rubrics:
• Rubrics tell students they must do careful work.
• Rubrics set standards. Students know before
they begin the assignment what they have to
do to achieve a desired level.
• Rubrics clarify expectations.
• Rubrics he lp students t ake respons ibili ty for
their own learning .
• Rubrics have meaning for parents and other
community members.
Rubrics have the potential to improve student
performance since through the rubric teachers can
c learly define expectations and how students can
meet those expectations (Goodrich, 1997). One student's comment about the teacher's use of rubrics
was, "If you get something wrong, your teacher can
prove you knew what you were supposed to do "
(Marcus, 1995). Rubrics are best used when shared
with students and revised based upon the results
from student use and comments about that use (Lui,
1995). When students are given rubrics prior to an
assignment and taught to use them for self-evaluation, they become able to identify and correct problems in their own work, and the quality of their products improve over time (Howe, 1997). The fifth reason to use rubrics does not directly apply to college
level students since their parents are usually not
involved in the daily work of college students as parents of p ub lic school students are involved. However, it may have implications for articulation of university professors' expectations to their colleagues or to
those in administrative positions.
Teachers, at all levels, benefit from the use of
rub rics in severa l ways. First, the amo unt of time
requ ired to evaluate student work is reduced since

Rubric for Textbook Analysis
Objectives of project:

l. To give students practice in assessing textbook
readability
2. To find the readabi lity, or read ing difficulty, of
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a textbook currently used in the student's content area
3. To examine those features of a textbook that
are critical to the ease/difficulty of student use
of that textbook as described on a chec klist

using the textbook you e xamined and your
recommendation as to whether or not the
book should be used in the classroom .
6. At the top of your paper, give the bibliographic information in this format:
Author's last name, first initial. (copyright
date). Title of book . City of publication: Publishing Company. Grade level of classroom

Research : In class, practice using various formulasthe Fry and the SMOG, and a shortened readability
formula from an outside text, "Evaluating Shorter Passages."

First Rubric for Paper

Procedure:
1. Select a content area textbook that is currently being used. The best choice is one used in
your mentor classroom. Find the teacher's
manual for the text since some areas on the
Readability Checklist pertain to it.

_

Introduction-Give rational for readability check of the book.

(10)

_

Paragraph-findings about understandability

(5)

_

Paragraph-findings about learnability

(5)

_

Paragraph-findings about reinfo rcement

(5)

_

Paragraph-findings about motivation

(5)

Body of paper

2. Choose the Fry or SMOG formulas practiced in
class.

_

Paragraph-findings from use of readability formula

_

Examples specific to text have been given for each category
on the Readability Checklist

3. Follow the directions for administering the formula and find the readability of the textbook
you have chosen. Report your findings in the
format presented below.

5

4

3

(25)

2

_

Conclusion-summation of findings-Strengths and

_

Statements in essay reflect scoring on checklist

_

Proper use of punctuation, grammar, sentence structure

_

Readability Checklist attached

(5)

_

Bibliographic information p resent and in correct format

(5)

wea knesses d iscussed

4. Complete the checklist for the textbook.

5

5. In a 2-3 page paper discuss each of the major
c ategories listed on the checklist as they pertain to the book. Both strengths and weaknesses should be described, and specific textbook examples should be cited for each discussion point. Under each major category,
choose two of the specific criteria to comment upon and present one specific example
from the text to support each specific criteria .

0

4

(10)

3

(20)
(5)

2

After a semester of using the first rubric, I developed a second rubric . The decision to develop a
second rubric was based upon student performance
and my use of the rubric for scoring. There were no
student complaints about the first rubric, but I found
myself writing notes to explain why I had not given
full credit in each category. This was time consuming
and defeated one of the purposes for which I had
developed the rubric: the reduction of grading time.
In addition, I d iscovered some students received
more credit than was warranted; although they did
fulfill the basic requirements given in the rubric, their
work was not excellent. The first rubric provided no
way to distinguish between average work and
exemplary work. The second rubric is included on
the next page .
As a result of my experience at the retreat and in
my classes, I now pay very close attention to each
assignment in order to ensure that the criteria in the
assignment explanation and on the rubric fully convey my expectations. An added bonus is the
reduced amount of time spent grading each student ' s assignment. Because the rubric clearly
defines for me what should be in each part of the
assignment, I can quickly read through the paper to
see if the criteria have been met. I am more pleased
with the products I receive from the students and
experience a greater satisfaction with my performanc e as a teacher. Most importantly, there is an
inc rease in student understanding of the assignment
and learning from the assignment.

For example: A "Understandability" is a major
category . It reads , "Are the assumptions
about students ' vocabulary knowledge
appropriate?" Comments about this criterion
might be: "The textbook authors do not provide definitions for important vocabulary introduced in the te xt. On page 213 , a new
vocabulary word is introduced to the students.
No definition is provided for the word, but it is a
word that most students in ninth grade would
have difficulty pronouncing and defining. The
textbook authors have done this several times
in the passages I have examined , and I
believe this is a weakness in the textbook. "
One paragraph should be devoted to the
findings from the readability formulas and the
implications of that readability level for students. For example: If the text's readability is
10th grade, and the majority of students in the
class is reading at 9th grade level, what are
the impli c ations f o r usin g that te xt in that
c lass?
Th e c onc luding paragraph should discuss
the overall advantages and disadvantages of
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10 pts.
Introductory
sentence (s),
two rationale for
analysis

7-9 pts.
No introductory
sentence (s),
two rationale for
analysis

4-6 pts.
No introductory
sentence (s), one
rationale for
analysis

l-3 pts.
Introductory
sentence (s)
No rationale
given

l st paragraph
"Understandability"
(l Opts.)

10 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained,
example given for
each

7-9 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained, one
example given for
one c riterion

4-6 pts.
One criterion stated
& explained, one
example given for
criterion

l-3 pts.
Two criteria stated,
no explanations or
examples given

2nd paragraph
"Learnability"
(l Opts.)

10 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained,
example given for
each

7-9 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained, one
example given for
one criterion

4-6 pts.
One criterion stated
& explained, one
example given for
criterion

l-3 pts.
Two criteria stated,
no explanations or
examples given

3rd paragraph
"Reinforcement"
(l Opts.)

10 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained,
example given for
each

7-9 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained, one
example given for
one criterion

4-6 pts.
One criterion stated
& explained, one
example given for
criterion

l-3 pts.
Two criteria stated,
no explanations or
examples given

4th paragraph
"Motivation"
(l Opts.)

10 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained,
example given for
each

7-9 pts.
Two criteria stated
& explained, one
example given for
one criterion

4-6 pts.
One criterion stated
& explained, one
example given for
criterion

l-3 pts.
Two criteria stated,
no explanations or
examples given

Introduction
(10 pts.)

7-9pts.
4-6 pts.
Specific grade level Specific grade level
from formula given, from formula given,
some proper terms
proper terms not
used to describe
used, incorrect
results, correct impliimplications
cations from results

5th paragraph
Findings and
Implications from
Readability Formula
(l Opts.)

10 pts.
specific grade level
from formula given,
proper terms used to
edescribe results,
correct implicaitons
from results

Proper use of
punctuation,
grammar, sentence
structure, spelling
(l Opts.)

10 pts.
Essay is wellwritten with 5-7
errors

7-9 pts.
Essay is wellwritten with 8- 12
errors

4-6 pts.
Essay is poorly
written with 8- 12
errors

l-3 pts.
Essay is poorly
written with more
than 12 errors

10 pts.
Information is
correctly cited with
no punctuation
errors

7-9 pts.
Information is
correctly cited with
few punctuation
errors

4-6 pts.
Some of the
information is out
of order but has
few punctuation
errors

l-3 pts.
Significant problems
with order of
information and
several punctuation
errors

Bibliography
information
(l Opts.)

Goodrich, H. (1997). Understanding rubrics. Educational Leadership, 54, 14- l 7.
Russell, D. (2000, November). Writing in education:
Big picture people. Thirteenth Annual Across-the
University Writing Program Retreat. Waterwood
National Resort and Conference Center.

l-3 pts.
Paragraph there,
but specific grade
level not given, does
not use proper
terms, incorrect
implications

Liu, K. (l 995) . Rubrics revisited. The Science Revisited. October, 1995,49-5 l .
Marcus, J. (l 995). Data on the impact of alternate
assessment on students. Unpublished manuscript.
The Education Cooperative, Wellesley, MA.
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process of analytical reflection diminished Susan 's
power over me, since I had given her the power in
the first place. Her attitude still bothered me a little,
but she no longer controlled what I did in class, nor
the way I felt about the class. Let me, then, comment on this process.
As Ramirez and Gallardo (2001) note, reflection
and imagination are not opposing processes . Of
course, people have argued this way from forever.
This is not a new discussion.
In point of fact, reflection and imagination go
hand in hand . Imagination is a type of reflection,
using symbols and metaphors instead of logic and
rational argumentation. Imagination without reason
is blind, and reason without imagination is bland.
In other words, ana lytic reflection brings order
and sequence to the imagination, while imagination
brings symbols, metaphors, feelings, and affective
considerations to human reason . The whole person
uses both reason and imagination in reflective
inquiry. To not do so, to merely emphasize certain
skills of analytical reflection, is to be one-sided. Note
that in the above example it was through the
involvement of the imagination within the process of
analytical reflection that I was able to inwardly "see"
the power I had given Susan .
However, analytical reflection, like any merely
mental activity, is limited. To teach and to approach
life only from an analytical, calculating, problemsolving stance is to narrow and limit experience .
Analytical reflection can become (although it doesn't have to) a mania for control and manipulation.
To the extent that I focused on Susan's behavior and
attitude, I kept setting myself up for extensive power
plays, As I reflected on her comments in class, her
perceived disruptive behavior, I gave her increased
power and con trol over the entire class . To this
extent I tried to control her. I repeated the fear and
excessive concern with the exact behavior and attitude I was trying to eliminate.
I lost sight of the fact that Susan is more than her
behavior. I was wearing my self-constructed blinders
of analytical reflection. To the extent that I limited
myself to Susan's behavior in class, I could see no further than "Susan-as-problem." Obviously I had to
intelligently deal with Susan ' s disruptive, angry,
hypercritical comments. Yet, I needed to keep the
"problem" (which wasn't only Suon) in perspective.
Susan's disruptive behavior was only a part of the
mystery which is Susan.
In my Presidential Address to the Midwest Philosophy of Education Society (l 995) I argued that mere
functionalism leads to the breakdown of community.
That is, if functionalism is the sole criterion of success
in a community endeavor, such as education, we

This essay is a reflection on reflection. That is, I will
distinguish between analytical and transcendental
reflection and make suggestions on how this distinction can be helpful in the educative process. I
assume that the main, though not exclusive, purpose
of education is facilitation toward maturity, namely,
developing one's humanness. This is in part, although
not all, of what Dewey (l 944) meant when he suggested that education is not a preparation for life
but life itself.
ANALYTICAL REFLECTION
In a class I taught recently, a student, whom I will
name Susan, really upset me. She sat there as if to
cha llenge me to teach her anything; and her comments in class were consistently negative. I found
myself changing teaching strategies, asking myself,
" How will this affect Susan?" Although Susan was only
one of fifty students, she dictated my c lassroom
behavior at times, She certainly affected my attitude
toward the entire class.
One day before class I began thinking of Susan
and her effect on class. I noticed that I seemed to
be about the only one who took Susan so seriously.
The rest of the students were with me, though . They
supported me with their comments and interest. As I
ruminated about all this, an image of Susan as a
giant appeared. The other students, with myself
smaller than they, were gathered around Susan's
huge feet, smiling approvingly, albeit fearfully, at her.
On c loser inspection, I realized that indeed I had
made Susan into a giant. I had given her power she
did not possess. I had let her presence and comments upset me so much that she controlled the
class, not me. Upon subsequent reflection, I said to
myself: "I am doing the best I can in c lass. I prepare
well. I use alternative delivery systems, I get the students involved. I'm doing the best I can do," The
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ty for analytical reflec tion, our propensity, perhaps
need, to categorize, analyze, separate, isolate. At
the very least, analytical reflection is predictable,
secure and planned.
According to Heidegger (1969), "releasement"
demands both a "yes" and "no" approach and attitude toward our experience. We say "yes" to whatever in our experience adds meaning, purpose, and
integration. We say "yes" to those people, events,
and ideas which tend to make us more whole.
We say "no " to whatever is controlling us. We say
"no " to giving others, events, and ideas a power over
us they do not have . We grow and develop from
them, but we also let them be. We refuse them the
power to dominate us, to dominate our thinking, feeling, planning, acting. Releasement is an attitude of
letting-go and letting-be.
Although I still felt uncomfortable with Susan 's
reactions in class, I was able to let-go of my own feelings to the extent I reminded myself of the fact that
other students became stimulated by her perspective, while recognizing her extreme negativity, even
hostility at times. As I reached out toward her in my
limited ways (asking her ideas on a particular issue,
for instance), I realized there was more depth to
Susan than I first imagined . Then, I was able to let-go
of my feelings to a great extent, and let her be. The
attitude of releasement allowed me to refuse to permit Susan to control me by my choosing hurt and
angry feelings toward her. My saying "no" to these
negative and hostile feelings is at the same time saying "yes" to a movement toward reconciliation with
Susan, as far as that was possible given my limitations. When I heard myself say, "Wait a minute . What
is going on here?" I noticed I began to distance
myself from my immediate concerns and anxieties
with Susan. I began to question, distance, and let-go
of my overwhelmingly negative feelings toward her,
and sometimes the c lass in general. I gained perspective and was able to see Susan's behavior within
the context of the class as a whole. From that point, I
did not let her control me, nor did I desire to control
her.
Through transcendental reflection, then, Susan
ceased to be the "it" she was for me at the analytical phase. As Ramirez and Gallardo (2001) note,
there are differences in the psychology of viewing
one as an "it" or as a "thou." As an "it" Susan was a
thing, an obstacle for me to remove, to separate
myself from. As a "thou" she became a mystery. The
change in reflection allowed me to make my unique
yet limited contribution to the unfolding of the mystery which was Susan-in-my-classroom, a small part of
the mystery of who she is.

run the danger of excessive analytical reflection . We
tend to isolate issues from their contexts, to become
inflexible, and to fear being caught in the problem or
issue again.
When I relied solely on analytical reflection, I isolated Susan; I saw her as a problem to be solved and
not as a person to be related to. I feared she would
continue to control the class until the end of the
semester. The fear and anxiety were so great that I
dreamed she would take over as teacher. Emotional
reactions or categorical statements such as "She will
never do that again " indicate that analytical reflection is in control, and not visa versa.
I am suggesting two things: analytical reflection is
important and necessary, but it is also limited and
potentially dangerous. It is fine to be a little anxious
the first day of class. It is quite another thing if my
only concern is, "How will the students perceive
me?" "How will I come across?" At times, analytical
reflection can control the reflector.
Analytical reflection is common to human beings
and should be taught. We all naturally isolate certain
aspects of our lives, while still trying to experience
from the whole of our reality. Although analytical
reflection is one aspect of self-integration, it must be
kept in proper perspective. It is important that teachers help students become attentive to those aspects
of their lives which make them rigid or make them
feel overly anxious and fearful. A more gentle, nonjudgmental presence to life's issues often helps us
move to more balance. This leads to further integration, not isolation.
TRANSCENDENTAL REFLECTION
As noted above, analytical reflection tends to
isolate, to separate experience. Yet, analytical
reflection does serve its descriptive purpose. It is an
important skill to learn within the process of education. Th e teacher can be a corrective to its mere
separatist tendencies.
Transcendental reflection, though, is different. It
moves beyond the immediate situation or event. It
goes beyond Susan's behavior and attitude, for
instance. Heidegger (1969) describes this as a
"releasement toward things " and "an openness to
mystery" (pgs. l l -57). Harris (l 991) notes that transcendental reflection allows us to release our control
over life, over others, over situations. By doing this we
allow things to be as they are, to unfold in their own
way.
Releasing my need to control Susan and the
threat she was to me allowed me to let her be: for
the "more " which is Susan to emerge. Susan is much
more than the threat she appeared to me to be.
Thus, transcendental reflection is this letting go, so
that one no longer feels compelled to put people or
events into neat, pre-packaged categories and
labels. It allows one to transcend prejudice and bias:
that "one right" way of viewing someone or some situation.
There is some risk, though, in using transcendental reflection. It is an immediate threat to our capaci-

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

In my discussion of analytical reflection the reader may feel I disliked it, that is has no place. This could
not be further from the truth. Students need to be
taught the tools of analysis, sometimes referred to as
higher order thinking skills (Bogan and Biklen, 2003).
Yet if this is all they are taught, they run the danger of
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merely critiquing, analyzing, isolating and separating .
They are not given balance by being offered a
process whereby the iso lating and separating are
broug ht t ogether and synthesized. This is done by
also teaching toward transcendental reflection.
There are many models of analytical reflection
available to teachers. But I see little improvement in
recent models over Dewey's (l 944) Habit of Intelligence. Dewey's well-known method consists in several steps.

and the unfolding of her story. It permitted me to
slow down and t o be present to the mystery of
Susan, which goes beyond her immediate reac tions
in class and my negative response to her.
In the second place, teach students the process
of distance (Harris, 1991 ) . To distance means to stand
apart. Teaching students distance is teaching them
to stand back from the experience of presence to
an outer reality, to become present to themselves, to
their inner reality. In stepping aside from the experience or person, students gain perspective, as much
objectivity as is humanly possible. That is, they get in
touch with their feelings and begin to place the
outer experience within a broader or proper perspective.
The more I was able to distance myself from the
outer experience of Susan, the more I realized how
much power I had over me, a power the rest of the
class was not even aware of. Looking at the situation
through reflective distance allowed me to let-go of
my agenda (my obsession with Susan's reactions).
This spontaneous process of distancing was a learning opportunity for me, fostering insight into my own
reactions to Susan, and affording me the abiilty to
move with the unfolding of the mystery and potential
whic h was integral to Susan . I found myself moving
beyond my annoyance with her and placing the situation in realistic perspective.
The process of distancing, of standing back, as it
were, is essential for students to learn. It provides students the necessary time and space to stand back
from a particular person or situation, to look at it with
greater objectivity, and to consider possible alternatives and choices. Thus, students gradually grow into
a sense of healthy and wholesome control over their
lives, rather than a llowing themselves to be excessively controlled or enslaved by external events.

l . Identi fy the problem (Susan's angry, disruptive, negative responses and behavior in
c lass).
2. Develop an hypothesis. (If I lovi ngly confront
her and treat her more humanly, there will at
least be some kind o f c hange in both our
responses and behavior).
3. Gather evidence. (Here I test the hypothesis) .
4. Revise the hypothesis in light of the evidence.
(The hypoth esis worked up to a point. But
Susan continued to cause negativity in the
classroom and anxiety within myself).
5. Develop a new, tentative, hypothesis, and the
p roblem solving process begins again .

Notice what is going on In Dewey's Habit of Intelligence. I have isolated the problem. Better put, I
have made Susan into a problem. At this point she is
not a "thou" to me, but an "it." Susan is a problem,
not a unique person who is a mysterious "thou" with
great potential.
How can teachers move beyond analytica l
reflection, as essential as this process is? How can
teachers teach students transcendental reflection? I
think there are two aspects involved.
In the first place, it is important to teach students
the process of presence (Harris, 199 1). To be present
means to be in a certain place and not somewhere
else. Often our students and ourselves are scattered.
We are in the classroom but our thoughts and desires
are elsewhere. Transcendental reflection necessitates
being present. When I begin to be present to Susan
as a person, I cease merely viewing her as a problem
to be solved.
Teachers can teach the process of presence in
several ways, all of them demanding discipline. One
method I consistently use is to help students become
aware of the rhythm of their breathing. Before each
class I do a relaxation exercise by which students
learn the discipline of presence through the mindful
presence of simply watching, being aware of, concentrating on their breath; being aware of the
rhythm of inhaling and exhaling. This discipline
changes the students' focus: from being scattered
and viewing their reality as separated events to letting-go of the separations which pulled them away
from the integrating power of the present moment.
This method allows us to realize that nothing in
daily life is unimportant, trivial, or insignificant. Each
event and person is precious and laden with mystery
and meaning. This aspect of transcendental reflection allowed me to listen to, to be present to Susan

CONCLUSION

In this article I have developed two processes for
reflecting on events and situations which fill all ou r
lives. It was argued that analytical reflection is necessary and useful, as the process sorts out and separates va ri ous aspects of situations so they can be
analyzed in greater depth. It was suggested, though,
that the benefits of analytical reflection are also its
nemesis. That is, analytical reflection tends to isolate
and separate individuals and events. It does not
offer a means of putting them together in a holistic
manner.
Transcendental reflection, with its processes of
presence and distance, supplements analytical
reflection. That is, it offers processes whereby students can see a broader perspective; in which students can go beyond the isolation and separations
inherent in the analytical approach. Transcendental
reflection, then, offers a holistic dimension, seeing
persons and events in their totality, mystery, and
potential. If the interconnectedness and humanness
are two values essential to the educational process,
transcendental reflection needs to be taught and
encouraged by educators. Perhaps this can even
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